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Licensing and the Masters – 
they belong together!
For the second time, the licensing of the show jumping-stallions in December took 
place embedded in the Hannoveraner Show Jumping-Masters, or the Show Jumping-
Masters took place embedded in the licensing of the show jumping-stallions – it just 
depends on the point of view. Some changes from the previous year have already 
had a positive effect on the overall event, and new possibilities for optimization 
opened up. But already in the second year, it is fair to say: These two events belong 
together and benefit from each other.  
By Ulrich Hahne and Wilken Treu
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Breeder.: Wilhelm Harling, Sottrum, exhibitor.: Gestüt Eichenhain GmbH, Varste 
75,000 Euros, Lower Saxony 

The full brother of Büttner‘s Minimax – he is very similar to him in many ways: attitude, 
expression, scope and ability. Great hopes are placed on this powerfully performing and 
powerfully jumping stallion. As a three-year-old he already convinced over higher jumps 
and under the rider with good balance.  

Grey by Cornado/Antaeus1 Photo: Beelitz/Gerstenkorn

The one-day break for stallions in the licensing 
was cancelled; so the stallions did not start 

with their presentation on the hard soil until Fri-
day morning. Out of 36 stallions, which were ad-
mitted to the licensing, 33 were presented on 
hard ground and also completed the licensing. 
This is a pleasingly good quota. The presentation 
on the pavement also showed in the jumping stal-
lions that the stability of the conformation, espe-
cially in the front leg, is a feature that must not be 
neglected. The first free-jumping was moved from 
the warm-up arena into the Niedersachsenhalle. 
Especially for the spectators, this was a newly 
created amenity, and ensured well-filled grand-
stands early on. For the set-up, the arena was vi-
sually reduced in size, analogous to the free-jum-
ping competition, in order to keep the strengths of 
the young stallions at bay on one hand and to 
preserve the effect of a “new“ arena-feeling for 
the following day on the other hand. What worked 
very well for the free-jumping competition, left a 
wish or two unfulfilled for the young stallions. 
Some stallions were slightly distracted at the last 
jump and did not yet perform as well as they did 
the following day. Possibilities for improvement 
will be explored. 

Again this year, a three-year-old stallion was ad-
mitted, who performed a few small jumps under 
the rider on Friday instead of jumping free. The 
full-brother of Büttner‘s Minimax by Cornado/An-
teaus (breeder: Wilhelm Harling, Sottrum; exhibi-
tor: Breeding Farm Eichenhain, Varste) did this in 
an impressive manner. He already appeared to be 
very well-balanced. 

The finals of the Hannoveraner Show Jumping-
Masters for four- and six-year-olds followed on 
Friday afternoon. While the grandstands were al-
most empty the day before during the preliminary 
classes, they now remained well-filled, which pro-
vided an appropriate setting for the sport. While 
the Niedersachsenhalle was not yet well-filled on 
Saturday for the finals of the five-and seven/eight-
year-olds, this changed, when the free-jumping 
started, which was followed by the announce-
ment of the licensing decisions. The second free-
jumping presentation was a bit more demanding 
than the day before. This was especially true for 
the three-year-old, who was already further along 
in his development, and was able to prove his po-
tential jumping more demanding fences. Once 
again he was very convincing. This grey horse is 
really a powerhouse and reminds us very much of 
his brother, who currently is highly successful with 
Germany‘s Janne-Friederike Meyer-Zimmermann. 
He was the first of seven premium stallions and 
will have every opportunity for an equally success-

ful career in his brother‘s stable. The auction gavel 
fell at 75,000 Euros and marked the start of an 
overall good auction. The concept regarding 
three-year-old stallions seems to work and one 
can certainly imagine a larger contingent of this 
age group in the future. 

A stallion with a sovereign appearance in every 
phase of the presentations, light-footed despite of 
his calibre and equipped with good reflexes pre-
sented himself to the licensing commission with 
head number 13. The bay stallion by Comme il 
faut/Quality (breeder/exhibitor: Tessa Pfeil, Elmlo-
he) also has a very successful mare line in his 
background, which also has successful horses in 
its immediate family, such as the stallion’s inter-
nationally successful half-brother Swedish Dyna-
mite by Sampras, who successfully competes in-
ternationally up to 1.45 metres. His home in the 
near future will be in Mühlen, as he sold for 
115,000 Euros to the stable of Paul Schockemöhle 
- just like some other stallions.

Highly-secured dam lines
The density in quality of highly secured dam lines 
in the premium lot is also underlined by the fact 
that three of these stallions directly trace back to 
a Hannoveraner Mare Of The Year. Three years 
ago, Havanna by Heraldik xx/Ramiro was awarded 
the status Hannoveraner Mare Of The Year as the 
dam of fischerChipmunk FRH by Contendro (Julia 
Krajewski, Michael Jung) among other things. The 
full-sister of the medal collector in eventing fi-

Statistics
Licensed stallions
Applied for pre-selection 93 stallions

Presented at the licensing 33 stallions

Licensed 18 stallions

Not licensed 15 stallions

Participants in stallion sales 15 stallions

Sold 15 stallions

Net proceeds 792,500.00 Euros

Average price 52,833.33 Euros

Top price 120,000.00 Euros

Lowest price 22,000.00 Euros

Price range
25,000 to 49,999 Euros 10 stallions

50,000 Euros and more 5 stallions

Sales by areas
Germany 10  

Belgium 2 Mexico 1

The Netherlands 1 CZE  1
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Breeder.: Dr. Hilmer Meyer-Kulenkampff, Behlmer 
Exhibitor: Hengststation Hoffrogge, Dorsten – For licensing only

A beautiful stallion with top technique and reflexes. He has a good 
canter and  maximum of elasticity. These are all good conditions for 
his future. He is a top model and his dam is the full sister to the world 
class eventer fischerChipmunk FRH.

Bay by Conthargos/Contendro17 Photos: Beelitz/Gerstenkorn

  2   Liver chestnut by  
Aganix du Seigneur Z/Acorado 
Breeder a. exhibitor: Frank Johannsen, Daensen

  7   Grey by Cavoiro-H/Perigueux 
B. a. e.: Dr. Ernst Grimmelmann, Bücken

10   Grey by Checkter/Kannan 
B. a. e.: B.A.T.H. van Uhm, Stokkum/NED

14   Bay by Contendro II/Baloubet du Rouet 
B. a. e.: Zuchthof Dree Boeken KG, Prieros

16   Bay by Conthargos/Chacco-Blue 
Breeder: Heinz Plieth, Sprakensehl 
Exhibitor: Jörn Kusel, Visselhövede

20   Grey by Diacontinus/Crazy true Colour 
Breeder and exhibitor: Fritz Ryser, Neerach/SUI

22   Grey by Diacontinus/Stalypso 
Breeder: Erich Single, Pfalzgrafenweiler 
Exhibitor: Nadine Kusel-Leske, Visselhövede

23   Bay by Diamant de Plaisir/Zacharias 
Breeder: Christian Pfeil, Bremerhaven 
Exhibitor: Nastasia Kuhlemann,  
Bitterfeld-Wolfen

24   Dark bay by Diaron/Stakkato 
Breeder a. exhibitor: Helmut Bäßmann, Meitze

25   Bay by Eldorado van de Zeshoek/Stakkato 
Breeder: Dr. Stephan Böttcher, Petershagen 
Exhibitor: JAM-Stables, Muntendam/NED

32   Chestnut by Stanley/Gibraleon 
B. a. e.: Karl-Henning Rollwage, Bockenem

Further licensed stallions

Breeder and exhibitor.: Tessa Pfeil, Elmlohe 
115,000 Euros, Paul Schockemöhle, Mühlen

A dam line that has already produced many successful horses. A 
half-brother already shows internationally. This promising stallion has 
all the scope, very good technique and a powerful hind end. He shows 
everything you are looking for in a top jumper.

Bay by Comme il faut NRW/Quality13

scherChipmunk FRH delivered the enormously 
typy, medium-sized Conthargos-son (breeder: Dr. 
Hilmer Meyer-Kulenkampff, Behlmer; exhibitor: 
Stallion Station Hoffrogge, Dorsten), who was a 
licensing-contender in Verden. The Stallion Station 
Hoffrogge, which is dedicated to versatility, only 
brought this stallion, which impressed with quick-
ness and instant reactions, to Verden for the licen-
sing not the sale and took him back home as a 
premium stallion. During the show program, Dr. 
Hilmer Meyer-Kulenkampff not only accepted the 
honor for his stallion’s premium status, but also 
received a medal of the German Equestrin Federa-
tion for the World Championship-success of fi-
scherChipmunk FRH. The half-brother of Fine Lady 
by Forsyth, who won Olympic bronze with 

Canada‘s Eric Lamaze in Rio de Janeiro in 2016, 
and the son of Dorina by Drosselklang II/Grannus, 
the Hannoveraner Mare Of The Year in 2018, also 
came to Verden for the licensing only. The sturdily 
constructed grey by Cornet‘s Edition/Drosselklang 
II (breeder: Wilhelm Leymann, Bassum; exhibitor: 
Holger Baum, Hofheim-Wallau) showed what he 
is capable of as the requirements increased. His 
sire Cornet‘s Edition was awarded the Stakkato-
Prize during the show program for his particularly 
good stallion performance test. This stallion will 
also remain in the stallion owner’s hands; his se-
men will be available through the Moritzburg Sta-
te Stud after the good experiences with his sire. 
An opportunity, which breeders from all over Ger-
many should take advantage of.

Ability and fighting spirit
The third in the group is a grandson of the Hanno-
veraner Mare Of The Year 2017, St.Pr.St. Sarah by 
Sherlock Holmes/Calypso II, who delivered inter-
national show jumpers in series when bred to 
Stakkato. The bay by For Treasure VDL/Stakkato 
(breeder: Georg Bräuer, Elze; exhibitor: Ramona 
Lorenz-Bräuer, Elze) embodies the attributes of a 
modern show jumper in every respect. In addition 
to his ability, his fighting spirit also distinguished 
him. He sold to a Belgian-Dutch cooperation of 
the van de Helle-breeding station and the VDL-
Stud for a final price of 107,000 Euros. His dam 
and two full sisters were presented during the 
show program. These mares were rewarded as the 
reserve champion family at the Herwart von der 

As in the free jumping competition, 
the stallions completed their first 
round in a separated area in the 
Niedersachsenhalle. Photo: Fellner
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Breeder.: Wilhelm Leymann, Bassum, exhibitor: Holger Baum, Hofheim  
For licensing only

He is the half brother of Fine Lady and we are looking forward to his 
breeding carreer. He shows endless scope and a very good technique. 
He got better and better with increasing demands. The stallion is in 
stallion-owner hands, who will also bring him on his way in sport. 

Grey by Cornet‘s Edition/Drosselklang II18

Breeder: Georg Bräuer, Elze, exhibitor.: Ramona Lorenz-Bräuer, Elze 
107,000 Euros, VDL-Stud, Bears/Niederlande

A top modern stallion from a great family. He is great looking and 
a blood type. Granddam Sarah, the 2017 Hannoveraner Mare of the 
Year, produced internationally successful show jumpers in a row with 
sire Stakkato. The stallion is characterized by great scope.

 Bay by For Treasure VDL/Stakkato28

Decken-Show a year ago. From a breeding per-
spective, we have high hopes especially for these 
three stallions because of their genetics. After all, 
the heredity of a stallion depends to a higher de-
gree on the quality of his mare-line than on the 
quality of the stallion himself.

A premium stallion by Grey Top/Ludwigs As (bree-
der: Heino Hennig, Hechthausen; exhibitor: Peter 
Dieckmann, Odenthal) also has the opportunity to 
be used for breeding. The all-in-all very complete 
stallion regarding type, stability, quality of move-
ment and jumping found a new home on the farm 
of Family Brodhecker in Wolfskehlen, Hessen, for a 
sale price of 38,500 Euros. There he will not only 
have the opportunity for a career as a breeding 
stallion but also as a sport horse. Paul Schocke-
möhle secured himself another premium stallion 
for 42,000 Euros.  This son of the Hannoveraner 
Stallion Of The Year 2022 is a striking chestnut by 
Perigueux/Carenzo (breeder/exhibitor: ZG Hage-
nah/Gustafsson-Hagenah, Oerel), who impressed 
not only with his great body-lines and correctness, 
but also with his almost unlimited ability. The full-
brother of the grandam Ballybo H by Balou du 
Rouet/Graf Sponeck competes as a stallion in the 
Ukraine where he won the Grand Prix of Kiev and 
was the national champion, which confirms that 
his dam-line is also well secured. 

Top price for Aganix du Seigneur-son
A licensed stallion outside the premium lot obtai-
ned the top sale price of 120,000 Euros. He de-

scends from the currently very popular Aganix du 
Seigneur and thus leads back to the sire Der Löwe 
xx, the founder of a Hannoveraner line. Frank Jo-
hannsen from Daensen bred this powerfully mo-
ving and jumping chestnut stallion out of a dam 
by Acorado, and presented him in Verden. The 
mare line of this stallion is also peppered with 
successful horses up to the Olympic champion Es-
prit FRH, who is a half-brother of the grandam of 
this stallion, who is in the very best hands in terms 
of sport and breeding at the Beerbaum Stables in 
Riesenbeck.

As with the dressage licensing, the statistics of 
the show jumping licensing are almost identical to 
those of the previous year. With 18 out of 33 stal-
lions, the approval rate was 54.54 percent. It is 
the same with the one of the dressage horses and 
1.7 percent lower than last year (dressage horses 
-1.8 percent). With a total of seven premium stal-
lions, we have one more receiving this status than 
last year. In contrast to the previous year, it is very 
pleasing that two-thirds of the licensed stallions 
were sold to stallion owners. Adding those that 
already were in stallion owners‘ hands, this is a 
pleasing development. For example, a powerfully 
jumping Diaron/Stakkato-son (breeder/exhibitor: 
Helmut Bäßmann, Meitze) went to the State Stud 
Moritzburg for 46,000 Euros. 

A still young and cleverly jumping Checkter/Kan-
nan-son (breeder/exhibitor: B.A.T.H. van Uhm, 
Stokkum/Netherlands) came to the stable of Fami-

Statistik
Nicht gekörte Hengste
Angebot 14 Hengste

den Zuschlag erhielten 14 Hengste

Nettoumsatz 246.500 Euro

Durchschnittspreis 17.607,14 Euro

Spitzenpreis 30.000,00 Euro

Niedrigster Preis 10.000,00 Euro

Preisgestaltung
10.000 bis 24.999 Euro 11 Hengste

25.000 Euro und mehr 3 Hengste

Verkauf nach Gebieten
Deutschland 9 Marokko 1

Mexiko 1 CZE 1

USA 1 Ungarn 1
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Breeder and exhibitor: ZG Hagenah/Gustafsson-Hagenah, Oerel 
42,000 Euros, Paul Schockemöhle, Mühlen

A big-framed and powerful son of Perigueux. He shows amazing 
movements both in trot and canter. In addition a stable construction 
and limbs. A horse with spirit and a lot of scope. Very tall, but very 
light-footed. He solves his tasks without any effort.

Chestnut by Perigueux/Carenzo31 Photo: Beelitz/Gerstenkorn

ly Schockemöhle via the stallion market, as did a 
Diacontinus/Crazy true Colour-son, who im-
pressed with his good technic (breeder/exhibitor: 
Fritz Ryser, Neerach/Switzerland). The same ap-
plies to a son of Diamant de Plaisir/Zacharias 
(breeder: Christian Pfeil, Bremerhaven; exhibitor: 
Natasia Kuhlemann, Bitterfeld) who is closely re-
lated to the premium stallion by Comme il faut. A 
Cavoiro-H/Perigueux-son (breeder and exhibitor: 
Dr. Ernst Grimmelmann, Bücken) who jumps with 
a lot of overview and ability, as well as a Diaconti-
nus/Stalypso-son (breeder: Erich Single Pfalzgra-
fenweiler; exhibitor: Nadine Kusel-Leske, Visselhö-
vede) were sold to stallion managers in Belgium. 
The fact that year after year stallion managers 
from Belgium buy show jumping stallions in Ver-
den shows the international respect that the Han-
noveraner show jumper still holds. Regular custo-
mers from the Czech Republic also successfully 
bid on the auction and secured a Stanley/Gibrale-
on-son (breeder/ exhibitor: Karl-Henning Rollwa-
ge, Bockenem), who jumped using his body very 
well. The State Stud Celle did not succeed in buy-
ing one of the preferred stallions at this year‘s 
auction.

Stallion sales with good atmosphere
Everyone had to wait a long time for the auction 
to start. At the same token, the well conducted 
free-jumping revealed that the schedule could not 
be kept on the final day. With a delay of a solid 
two hours, the auction did not start until around 8 
pm. The visitors stayed however and followed the 

Breeder: Heino Henning, Hechthausen, exhibitor: Peter Dieckmann, Odenthal 
38,500 Euros, Hengststation Brodhecker, Riedstadt

His dam La Luna already produced a licensed son to Verden two years 
ago. A stallion with power who uses his body perfectly at the jump. A 
complete horse: type, movements, jumping – all at a high level. 

Bay by Grey Top/Ludwigs As29 Photo: Beelitz/Gerstenkorn

Jörg Münzner: “The young 
stallions performed excellently. I 
was very pleased with the 
overall performance and the 
way the stallions presented 
themselves. The cooperation in 
the licensing commission was 
very harmonious. We saw some 
stallions that will present 
Hannover excellently in 
breeding and sport in the future. 

The development of the 
stallions from the pre-selection 
to the licensing was enormous. 
It was good to see how mature 
and self-confident some 
stallions have become. “ n

bidding duels, which mainly took place in the are-
na in a good atmosphere. The parallel function of 
online bidding was used less than last time. The 
auctioneers Bernd Hickert and Frederik de Backer 
kept the flow going in the good two-hour auction. 
The result of the OnLive-Auction could keep up 
with the high result of the previous year; the price 
structure of the licensed stallions was also almost 
identical with prices ranging from 22,000 Euros to 
120,000 Euros. Observers considered the price 
structure to be in line with the delivered perfor-
mances and with the expectations regarding the 
families. Analogous to the previous year, 15 li-
censed stallions were auctioned off, they fetched 
792,500 Euros (previous year 816,000 Euros) and 
an average price of almost 53,000 Euros (previous 
year 54,400 Euros). The non-licensed stallions had 
a lower turnover than in the previous year: 14 
stallions achieved a total turnover of 246,500 Eu-
ros with an average price of 17,600 Euros. 

Combining two parts of the event into one infor-
mative event for breeders of show jumpers does 
involve more effort; however, the event in the Nie-
dersachsenhalle in Verden proves to be progress. 
After two successful years, the continuation of the 
licensing of jumping stallions parallel to the Han-
noveraner Show Jumping- Masters is logical. To 
what extent the frequently expressed wish from 
breeders of combining the licensing of dressage 
stallions and show-jumping stallions again can be 
fulfilled will be discussed in the committees in the 
coming weeks – it does not seem impossible.n
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Double at the Masters
Not only Jessica Freye celebrated a double victory at the Hannoveraner Show 
Jumping Masters aboard Big Lady ZE and High five, breeder Heinrich Bremer also 
achieved a double with Karamell M & M and Diraba.
By Britta Züngel

The third edition of the Show Jumping Masters 
impressively showed how close the connection 

between breeding and sport is in Hannover. Three 
of the twelve medallists were products of Heinrich 
Bremer‘s breeding program; the renowned bree-
ding station of the Jacobs family had two in the 
Niedersachsenhalle as well as three additional fi-
nalists. Furthermore, two of the best were ridden 
by the sons of the breeders, Ole Klintworth and 
Fynn Müller-Rulfs. Let us not forget Roman Duchac, 
who successfully rode four horses into the top 
three plus two placings in finals.  First, 14 four-ye-
ar-olds competed in the L-level jumping horse 
class. The Big Star/Contendro-daughter Hann.Pr.A. 
Big Lady ZE by Big Star/Contendro (breeder: Rolf 
Eggerking, Brinkum), who had been highly rewar-
ded at the Herwart von der Decken-Show and had 
passed the mare performance test with excellent 
scores also for her basic gaits, already convinced in 
the qualification finishing third. Jessica Freye pre-
sented the bay mare, who impressed with a lot of 
overview and high rideability values leading the 
field for a long time with a score of 8.50, until the 
last pair entered the ring. Lexion by Lord Pezi Juni-
or/Canstakko (breeder: Bernd Nordmann, Syke) 
and Roman Duchac completed the well-built 
course in picture-book style, always attentive and 
supple. 8.60 made him appear to be the winner. 
Looking at the clock, however, 0.10 points were 
deducted for exceeding the time allowed, and 
hence the 2018 age group had two winners. The 
Czech also beat himself finishing third with the Ba-
lou du Rouet/Cassus-daughter Brandy Jo PJ (bree-
der: Horse Breeding Dr. Jacobs GbR, Bierbergen). It 
was the second time for the chestnut mare to be in 
the Niedersachsenhalle. She had finished the free-
jumping competition for four-year-olds in fourth 
place. Roman Duchac also rode her half-sister 
Candilou PJ by Cristallo. She had placed third in 
the Hannoveraner Championships for seven-year-
olds in August. Sammy Jo, the Hannoveraner Mare 
Of The Year 2021 and the dam of Embassy I to III, 
is the great-grandam of both. This successful 
bloodline is also found in Blue Balou PJ by Balou 

The class of four-year-olds were led 
by Big Lady ZE and Jessica Freye 
(above), the best five-year-olds 
were Crumble Cheesecake K and Ole 
Klintworth.

du Rouet/Silvio, who won the qualification with his 
owner Luisa Försterling. His dam is Sammy Jo‘s full 
sister.

Golden boots
Less than two hours after the award ceremony, 
Jessica Freye proved that she wore “golden boots“ 
this Friday. As the first starter in the jump-off of the 
1.35 metre-class, for which nine out of 13 six-year-
olds had qualified, she set a time with High five by 
Hickstead White/Cheenook (breeder: Marc Hahne, 
Kirchlinteln) that no other contender could beat. 
With this performance, she earned the second title 
of the day. Two years ago, High five had already 
placed second in the Hannoveraner Show Jumping 
Masters for four-year-olds. The female jumper rider, 
who manages a training stables in Bad Zwische-
nahn, had discovered the brown at the stallion 
sales four years ago. Thus he follows into the hoof 
prints of his siblings. Dam Cara Mia already produ-
ced three exceptional show jumpers with interna-
tional successes: La Cucaracha by Landclassic, 
Campagnarde by Carabas and Gold Cat by 
Chequille. Second place was awarded to the in the 
Rhineland registered Van Halen Z/Adlantus As-son 
Valantus (breeder: Henning Müller-Rulfs, Ritterhu-
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Four-year-olds 
1.  Big Lady ZE by Big Star/Contendro 

Breeder: Rolf Eggerking, Brinkum 
Rider: Jessica Freye

1.  Lexion by Lord Pezi Junior/Canstakko 
Breeder: Bernd Nordmann, Syke 
Rider: Roman Duchac

3.  Brandy Jo PJ  
by Balou du Rouet/Cassus 
Breeder: horseszucht Dr. Jacobs GbR,  
Bierbergen, Rider: Roman Duchac

Five-year-olds  
1.  Crumble Cheescake K 

by Crumble/Chasseur 
B.: Martin Klintworth, Ohrensen 
Rider: Ole Klintworth

2.  Bloutina HB  
by Balou du Rouet/Stakkato 
Breeder: Heinrich Bremer jun., Nöpke 
Rider: Victoria Kiefer

3.  Stepstone by Stolzenberg/Quintender 
B.: Ulrike Freifrau von Stietencron, 
Emmerthal, Rider: Roman Duchac

Six-year-olds 
1.  High Five  

by Hickstead White/Cheenook 
Breeder: Marc Hahne, Kirchlinteln 
Rider: Jessica Freye

2.  Valantus by Van Halen Z/Adlantus As 
Breeder: Henning Müller-Rulfs, Ritter-
hude, Rider: Fynn Müller-Rulfs

3.  Match Point PS 
by Messenger/Sandro Boy 
Breeder: Gestüt Lewitz, Mühlen 
Rider: A. Stais

Seven- and eight-year-olds 
1.  Karamell M & M 

by Kannan/Contendro 
Breeder: Heinrich Bremer jun., Nöpke 
Rider: Hilmar Meyer

2.  Grey Diraba by Grey Top/Diarado 
Breeder: Heinrich Bremer jun., Nöpke 
Rider: Lina Seidel

3.  Candilou PJ by Cristallo/Cassus 
Breeder: horseszucht Dr. Jacobs GbR,  
Bierbergen, Rider: Roman Duchac

de). He was presented by the breeder’s son Fynn 
Müller-Rulfs. They had finished the qualification, 
which had 30 participants, on an excellent fifth 
place. The 24-year-old had already ridden Valan-
tus‘ dam Antonia in medium (M-) level show jum-
ping classes ten years ago. Match Point PS by Mes-
senger/Sandro Boy (breeder: Stud Lewitz, Mühlen) 
placed third with Alexa Stais, who took over the 
bay horse, which is owned by Meredith Michaels-
Beerbaum and Markus Beerbaum, from Irish Jack 
O‘Donohue. Match Point‘s half-brother Bubamara 
by Clinton II competed in 1.50 metre-classes with 
the Hungarian Szabolcs Kurcsó; his half-sister Cool 
Lady by Cartoon was successful over 1.45 metres 
with Boy Peels. Scope runs like a red thread 
through the pedigree. The third dam Leona produ-
ced the privately-owned stallion Ukato by Stakkato, 
who celebrated Grand Prix-successes with Jan Gre-
ve, before he died much too early at the age of 13.

Crumble Cheesecake K in a winning mood
The Masters for five-year-olds saw the largest star-
ting field. The qualifiers were based on scores and 
the finals were against the clock. The qualification 
was open to all breeds, the final only to Hannove-
raner and horses from the Rhineland. 41 horse-ri-
der combinations competed in the L-level jumping 
horse-class on Thursday, before 13 Hannoveraner 
and one horse from the Rhineland competed in the 
medium (M*-) level show jumping class early on 
Saturday morning. In the jump-off, the Crumble/
Chasseur son Crumble Cheesecake K (breeder: 
Martin Klintworth, Ohrensen) and Ole Klintworth 
won the yellow and white winner‘s sash after deli-
vering an impressive round. Last year, they had 
been fifth at the same location. With a third pla-
cing in the Hannoveraner Show Jumping Champi-
onships in August, they were then on their way to 
the Bundeschampionat in Warendorf. At the Klint-
worth family in Ohrensen, everything revolves 
around show jumping. So it comes to no surprise 
that Crumble Cheesecake‘s dam St.Pr.St. Cintia 
proved her talents with Janina and Martin Klint-
worth, before she was used in the breeding pro-
gram. Her daughter Hann.Pr.A. Cylla, born in 2013, 
recently celebrated top placings in 1.35 metre-

jumping classes with Ole Klintworth. The 26-year-
old was very busy: As soon as the stadium course 
was dismantled, he was in demand presenting 
stallions in hand in the licensing in his yellow 
sweatshirt. He did such a good job that he was 
awarded the prize for best handler. Silver in the 
Masters went to Hann.Pr.A. Baloutina HB by Balou 
du Rouet/Stakkato and Victoria Kiefer. This was the 
first podium placing for breeder Heinrich Bremer 
from Nöpke with an offspring from his successful 
line of Nokadere. Stepstone by Stolzenberg/Quin-
tender (breeder: Ulrike Freifrau zu Stietencron, Em-
merthal) finished third. With this placing, Stepsto-
ne gave his rider Roman Duchac the third top 
placing. The bay stallion, who spent his youth at 
the Hunnesrück facility for raising stallions, had 
found his way to the jumping stable of Max Kühner 
in Bavaria last year via the elite auction as the 
most expensive show jumper.

The last title of the Hannoveraner Show Jumping 
Masters was awarded to the seven- and eight-ye-
ar-olds, who competed in a 1.40 metre-competiti-
on. It turned out to be a double victory for breeder 
Heinrich Bremer. The last starters in the jump-off 
led the lap of honor: Karamell M & M by Kannan/
Contendro and Hilmar Meyer. They had already 
won the qualification, a 1.35 metre-show jumping 
competition, in which 30 horse-rider combinations 
had competed. Second place went to the Grey Top/
Diarado-daughter Grey Diraba with Lina Seidel. 
Heinrich Bremer cultivates the dam-line of these 
two highly talented show jumpers as well as of the 
five-year-old Hann.Pr.A. Baloutina HB for over 50 
years. Karamell‘s and Baloutina‘s grandam Galena 
by Grannus/Akzent II is the great-grandam of Grey 
Diraba. And she is also the grandam of St.Pr.St. 
Acorte by Acorado/Stakkato, who competed in Na-
tions Cups for Germany with Rolf Moormann. Third 
place went to Hann.Pr.St. Candilou PJ by Cristallo/
Cassus (breeder: Horse Breeding Dr. Jacobs GbR, 
Bierbergen) and Roman Duchac, the reigning third 
place winners of the Hannoveraner Show Jumping 
Championships in August. Roman Duchac had al-
ready ridden her half-sister Brandy Jo PJ to bronze 
in the four-year-old class.  n

Jessica Freye also sat in the saddle 
of the winner of the six-year-olds, 
High five. The title in the seven- and 
eight-year-olds went to Karamell M 
& M and Hilmar Meyer. Photos: Fellner
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Groom Sophie Bosselaar, Isabell 
Bäßmann, Michael Edzards, Manfred 
Busemann, Rene Meyer and Dr. 
Hinni Lührs-Behnke congratulate 
Perigueux and his breeder Dr. Karl-
Otto Jacobs (2nd from right). 
Photo: Fellner

Perigueux by Perpignon/Stakkato was born on 
March 11, 2002 at the farm of Dr. Karl-Otto 

Jacobs in Bierbergen. “He was a very, very beauti-
ful foal out of a superb mare. State stud manager 
Dr. Bade visited four days after his birth, looked at 
the foal and bought it right then and there,“ the 
breeder recalls. He had purchased Perigueux‘s 
dam, appropriately named Sensation, from her 
breeder Hartmut Hopmann, who in turn had dis-
covered her dam Alcantara at the 1992 summer 
auction in Verden. In addition to the jumping ta-
lent, she also gave her grandson the type – which 
was rated “very good“ at Alcantara‘s studbook 
inspection. At the mare performance test, St.Pr.St. 
Sensation received the ideal score of 10 for her 
scope and 9.0 for her technique. The chestnut 
mare also inspired other horse enthusiasts; shortly 
after Perigueux was born, she sold to Italy. “We 
took her from the pasture with her foal and let her 
free jump,“ Dr. Karl-Otto Jacobs remembers. In 
Italy, Sensation achieved placings up to 1.50 me-
tres. Bred to Lincolm L, she produced Lord Dix, a 
stallion who was successful up to 1.40 metres and 
was licensed for the Belgian sBs. Attempts to buy 
the mare back failed. 

After his youth at the Hunnesrück facility for rai-
sing stallions, Perigueux completed his 300-day 
test in Adelheidsdorf. Awarded top marks, he took 
second place in the stallion test with 131.93 
points in the jumping sub-index. After his licen-
sing in Verden in February of 2006, his breeding 
career was initially marked out by remaining at 
the State Stud Celle. Joachim Winter trained Pe-
rigueux. In 2007, they finished fifth in the Hanno-
veraner Show Jumping Championships. “He was a 

fighter, but sometimes you had to keep his ambi-
tion in check,“ says the head saddle-master. He 
clearly remembers the day when Eva Bitter and 
Marco Kutscher paid a visit to the state stud in 
search of a suitable stallion for the Youngster-
Tour. He gave the decisive tip that there was a 
promising seven-year-old. “That was a pity for me 
as a rider, but the best thing for the development 
of Perigueux and an excellent advertisement for 
the state stud! He should get the best possible 
opportunities to be successful in competitions.” 
Already in February of 2010, the first successes in 
the advanced (S*-) level were achieved, which 
was to be followed by numerous top international 
placings up to 1.60 metres as well as earning the 
German Champion-title in 2013. “Perigueux lives 

The Perpignon/Stakkato son  
Perigueux was internationally 
successful. Photo: Lafrentz

Perigueux: 
A real fighter
He was in the limelight and he visibly enjoyed it: Celle’s 
state stud stallion Perigueux is Hannoveraner Stallion Of 
The Year. It was the second award for the typy chestnut in 
the Niedersachsenhalle; nine years ago, he was awarded 
the Grande-Prize. 
By Britta Züngel
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Equine America Papa Roach and 
Victoria Gulliksen were ninth 
at the European Championships 
in Riesenbeck. Photo: Lafrentz

Mit Prinz reitet Hans-Dieter Dreher 
von Erfolg zu Erfog. Photo: Lafrentz

from his attitude. He tries to do the right thing 
every day. Good to handle, and alert when it 
counts – a real fighting spirit!“ said Eva Bitter af-
ter winning the title. In 2015, the chestnut stallion 
managed the feat of winning three Grand Prix-
classes on three consecutive Sundays, including 
the Grand Prix of Groß Viegeln, which earned him 
25,000 Euros. When Perigueux was near his birth-
place, his breeder was not far away either. “I al-
ways went to see him. You feel proud as a breeder 
when a horse does so well,“ says Dr Karl-Otto 
Jacobs. “Eva has ridden Perigueux with a lot of 
sensitivity, they grew together. She goes through 
fire for him and vice versa. That‘s why he‘s still 
with her, even though he‘s no longer competing 
– she doesn‘t want to give him up!“ So the chest-
nut did not return to the State Stud Celle, but 
spends his retirement in Bad Essen, looked after 
by his long-time groom Sophie Bosselaar.

His successful daughters and sons
Perigueux himself was not only convincing in in-
ternational competition. He passes on his out-
standing type and his exceptionally clean front leg 
to his offspring. At the European Championships 
in Riesenbeck/GER, his son Equine America Papa 
Roach obtained the best individual result for Nor-
way in the history of the Championships with Vic-
toria Gulliksen finishing ninth. Hans-Dieter Dreher 
celebrated numerous international successes 
aboard Prinz. Currently the names Policeman, 
who was third in the World Championships for 
young show jumpers with Omer Karaeavli, Prieure 
with Marco Kutscher and Primus vom Neumühler 
Hof with David Will are found at the top of the 
result lists. In addition, Palina de l‘Escaut with 
Kaitlin Campbell, (USA), Pembroke with Pedro 
Junqueira Muylaert (BRA), Perry KHR with David 
Will, Pandora with Aturo Parada Vallejo (MEX), Pe-
ter Pan with Henrik von Eckermann (SWE) and 
Paul Walker with Matthew Sampson (GBR) are 
causing sensations internationally on 1.50 metre-
courses. A total of 82 offspring are successful in 
advanced (S-) level show jumping competitions in 
Germany. 

Perigueux also gained an excellent reputation as a 
refining sire. His son Pamero finished third in the 
World Championships for young event horses 
with Gemma Stevens (GBR) and competed in Bad-
minton, while Peppermint Patty FRH won the Han-
noveraner Championships for young event horses 
with Stephan Dubsky. His daughters also are quite 
special; for instance Hann.Pr.St. Picarda and Hann.
Pr.A. Poppy Lifton left the Herwart von der De-
cken-Show as reserve winners of the jumping ma-
res. In addition, there were another 44 Hannove-
raner premium mares or premium candidates. The 

German Equestrian Federation estimates 
Perigueux‘s breeding value for jumping at 149, in 
the Hannoveraner Verband‘s breeding value esti-
mation, he is listed with 147 points. As we already 
read, he is ambitious and he made beautiful types. 
“Sometimes his offspring can be too ambitious. 
And he sometimes makes quite narrow horses. 
That is why he fits well on broader mares,“ says 
Dr. Karl-Otto Jacobs. “It is very reminiscent of a 
bloodstock horse.“ 

Obviously Dr. Karl-Otto Jacobs also used Perigueux 
on his own mares. 16 foals have been born in 
Bierbergen, among them the S-successful show 
jumpers Perigo and Picobella as well as Petite 
Fleur PJ, the dam of the Stakkato-Prize-winner Bil-
bao City by Balou du Rouet. “I have had at least 
one foal from each of my homebred stallions,“ 
says Dr. Karl-Otto Jacobs. The homebred stallions 
include the state stud stallions Carridam by Carri-
co/Quidam de Revel and Frappant by Werther/
Graphit, Cassillias by Contendro/Stakkato, who 
also won the Stakkato-Prize, and of course Em-
bassy by Escudo/Silvio and El Bundy by Escudo/
Rebel Z, for whom daughter Dr. Bonny-Jasmin Ja-
cobs is responsible as the breeder. “I used Pe-
rigueux again this year. For our Contender-mare 
Conny, who already produced four licensed stalli-
ons: Kandoo PJ by Kannan, Confire PJ by Calido, 
Aperol PJ by Asti Spumante and Gunfire PJ by 
Grey Top, who won Verden’s free-jumping compe-
tition in 2016 and is now successful over 1.50 
metres,“ says the veterinarian.

Dr. Karl-Otto Jacobs and his daughter Dr. Bonny-
Jasmin Jacobs are among the most successful 
breeders of jumping horses in Hannover. The list of 
prizes and awards for horses born in the north-
eastern part of the Hildesheim Börde is long. 
Stakkato-Prize, Freiherr von Stenglin-Prize, Gran-
de-Prize, Mare Of The Year –there hardly is an 
award that has not been awarded to the Jacobs 
family, some even twice. In addition, there are 
countless top results in sport and at mare shows. 
“Mare Of The Year, that was something. Sammy Jo 
is the dam of the three Embassy-brothers. Embas-
sy II won over 1.3 million Euros with Hans-Dieter 
Dreher. The whole family was unique in terms of 
character. All foals are well behaved and ready to 
perform. Very good!“ Dr. Karl-Otto Jacobs raves 
and adds with a wink: “I was also very happy 
about the Stallion Of The Year!” Together with 
R+V/Vereinigte Tierversicherung, an insurance for 
animals, the Hannoveraner Verband honors a sig-
nificant Hannoveraner stallion since 1992. In ad-
dition to a highly endowed check, the breeder re-
ceives a valuable oil painting from the art studio 
of Manfred Busemann. n
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Acorado

Acuero
At the end of November, Acuero by Acorado/
Catoki/Graf Grannus (line of Steingilde; bree-
der: Gundi Engfer, Rosengarten) and Annelies 
Vorsselmans won the Grand Prix of Lier/BEL. 
They had already placed second in the quali-
fication.

Cador

IB Chica
Since October, the 23-year-old Tanimara Ma-
ria Macari Carrillo has been riding the Cador/
Escudo/Calypso II-daughter IB Chica (line of  
Kandare; breeder: Hauke Schmidt, Hänigsen). 
So far, the black mare, born in 2013, had 
been successful with Tim Rieskamp-Goede-
king. In California, IB Chica and the Mexican 

won a two-phase jumping competition at the 
CSI5* in Thermal/USA. 

Canstakko

Casio HE
At the start of the CSIU25-A in Opglabbeek/
BEL, the Canstakko/Beg xx/Ramiro-son Casio 
HE (breeder: Karl-Werner and Heike Heim-
rich, Hünfeld) and Charlotte Höing were de-
lighted with a third placement in the two-
phase show jumping competition. 

Cantolar

Canbella Blue PS
Canbella Blue PS and Emma Emanuelsson 
rejoiced in Lillestrøm/NOR. The Cantolar/
Chacco-Blue/Calypso II-daughter (line of Na-
renta; breeder: Stud Lewitz, Mühlen) and her 
Swedish rider won a jumping class against 
the clock. In the Grand Prix (1.50 metres) on 
the second Advent weekend, the pair finished 
in seventh place.

Cassini II

Casper AJ
Casper AJ by Cassini II/Escudo/Werther (line 
of Schneiderin; breeder: Manfred Schäfer, Kö-
chingen) performed quite well in the Persian 
Gulf. The grey horse finished fifth with Sheik 
Ali Jmal Nasr Al Nuami in the World Cup-
jumping competition (1.50 metres) in Abu 
Dhabi/UAE. 

Chaccato

Charlie Brown
Charlie Brown sends his regards from Lom-
bardy. The Chaccato/Lavados/Laptop-son 
(breeder: Hendrik Moormann-Schmitz, Kluse-
Steinbild) finished third in the Youngster 
Tour-final of the CSI2* in Gorla Minore/ITA 
with his rider Elian Baumann.

Clitschko wins with Celtics
Clitschko and Michael G. Duffy were part of the winning Miami Celtics-team in the 
Super Cup-final of the Global Champions League in Prague, while Coby and Philipp 
Weishaupt won the La Coruña Grand Prix.
Text: Britta Züngel • Photos: Stefan Lafrentz

Show Jumping
The Christian son Clitschko and Michael G. Duffy 
won the Super Cup final in Prague with the 
Miami Celtics team.
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Chacco-Blue

RMF Chacco Top (VA)
In the jumping competition with winning 
round at the CSI4*-W in Las Vegas/USA, RMF 
Chacco Top by Chacco-Blue/Graf Top/Wan-
dersmann xx (line of Isabella; breeder: Tors-
ten Siems, Oyle) and Jake Endicott enjoyed 
placing third. It was the first international 
appearance for the 2009-born chestnut gel-
ding with his 18-year-old rider. So far, RMF 
Chacco Top had successfully competed under 
Shawn Casady, Cormac Hanley and Michael 
Duffy.

Chaconvio PS
Second place in a class with jump-off for the 
victory at the CSI2* in Ornago/ITA went to 
Chaconvio PS by Chacco-Blue/Silvio/Conti-
nue (line of Grail Goddess; breeder: Stud Le-
witz, Mühlen) and the Portuguese rider Man-
dy Mendes Costa.

Chapilot
In Friday’s main jumping class (1.50 metres) 
at the CSI5* in Thermal/USA, three Hannove-
raner finished among the top ten. The Chac-
co-Blue/Pilot/Waldloewe-son Chapilot (line 
of Tante; breeder: Stud Lewitz, Mühlen) and 
Rodrigo Lambre finished in seventh place.

Check In

Caramba de Janeiro
Caramba de Janeiro by Check In/Stolzenberg/
Glenfiddich (line of Lunda; breeder: Christa 
Marklewitz, Lüchow) was one of the winners 

at Riesenbeck International. The ten-year-old 
won the qualification for the Grand Prix with 
Patrick Bölle. 

Christian

Clitschko
With a clear round in the Super Cup-final of 
the Global Champions League (1.60 metres) 
in Prague/CZE, the Christian/Check In/Quo 
Vados-son Clitschko (line of Majorin; bree-
der: Bernd Hickert, Borntosten) and Michael 
G. Duffy contributed significantly to the victo-
ry of the Miami Celtics-team. This victory was 
endowed with 1.5 million Euros. Clitschko 
had already remained penalty-free in the se-
mifinals (1.50 metres).

Clinton‘s Heart

Vhs Caira
In the Youngster Tour-final of the CSI2* in 
Opglabbeek/BEL on the first weekend in De-
cember, Vhs Caira by Clinton‘s Heart/El Bun-
dy/Fly High (breeder: Breeding Farm Brech, 
Brech/UKR) and Tomasz Miskiewicz were 
delighted to take third place on the podium.

Contendro

Con Couleur
In Friday‘s main show jumping competition 
(1.55 metres) at the CSI3* in the Equestrian 
Center Wellington/USA, fourth place went to 
the Contendro/Couleur-Rubin/Picard-son Con 
Couleur (line of Selma; breeder: Ingo and Brit-
ta Janssen, Holtgast) and Rebecca Conway.

Comme il faut NRW

Chao Lee (Rhld.)
The penalty-free round of the Comme il faut 
NRW/Chacco-Blue/Kannan-daughter Chao 
Lee (line of Schliesserin; breeder: Otmar 
Eckermann, Kranenburg) and Katrin Ecker-
mann in the second class (1.50 metres) of the 
CSI5*-GCT/GCL in Prague/CZE was rewar-
ded with sixth place. One day later, the pair 
finished sixth again in jumping competition 
number three (1.50 metres). 

Contagio

Coby
Coby‘s fantastic winning streak continues. 
After placing fourth in the qualification (1.50 
metres), the Contagio/Escudo/Pik König-son 
(line of Kurheim; breeder: Jürgen Geffken, Li-
lienthal) won the Grand Prix (1.60 metres) in 
La Coruña/ESP with Philipp Weishaupt.  

Cornet Obolensky

Cornets Iberio
At the Global Champions playoffs in Prague/
CZE, Cornets Iberio by Cornet Obolensky/Ibe-
rio/Acorado (line of Steingilde; breeder: Hein-
rich Ramsbrock, Menslage) delivered a re-
markable performance. With Irish Denis 
Lynch, he finished second in both the first 
and second (1.50 metres) class of the indivi-
dual classification.

Conteur

Casablanca H
Three Hannoveraner and one horse from the 
Rhineland with the initial letter C were 
among the front runners at the CSI5*-GCT/
GCL in Prague/CZE. One of them was the 
Conteur/Landor S/Argentan-daughter Casab-
lanca H (line of Maldone; breeder: Günther 
Heilshorn, Wulsbüttel). With the British rider 
Samuel Hutton, she finished eighth in the 
third individual test (1.50 metres). 

Cordobes

Coenig (Rhld.)
In a two-phase jumping competition at the 
CSI3* in Riyadh/KSA, the Cordobes/Baloubet 
du Rouet/Pit-son Coenig (line of Pia; breeder: 
Gerd and Syliva Koenen, Viersen) and Abdul-
lah Humaid Al Muhairi finished third. In the 
Grand Prix (1.50 metres), they stood their 
ground placing eighth place.

Top placings in Prague were secured by Chao Lee by Comme il faut NRW and Katrin Eckermann.
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Diarado

Eurostar
Eurostar by Diarado/Chacco-Blue/Domino 
(line of Sedalia; breeder: Stud Lewitz, Müh-
len), whose dam is a full sister of the private-
ly owned stallion Chacoon Blue, and the Aus-
tralian rider James Arkins finished eighth in 
Friday’s main jumping competition (1.50 me-
tres) at the CSI5* in Thermal/USA. In the 
Grand Prix (1.55 metres), the pair took the 
lap of honor in seventh position.

Don Diarado

Donut
In the opening round of the Youngster Tour at 
the CSI2* in Opglabbeek/BEL, Donut by Don 
Diarado/Lafontaine/Sao Paulo (line of Sibara; 
breeder: René Tebbel, Emsbüren) and Justine 
Tebbel finished on a brilliant second place. 
The six-year-old‘s half-brother is the Light 
On-son Light Star, with whom Justine Tebbel 
became European young rider vice champi-
on. Three days later, Donut earned second 
place in the two-phase jumping competition 
at Sentower Park. 

Grey Top

Hann.Pr.A. Grace WB (VA)
At the end of November, the young riders 
met for the Youth Show in Opglabbeek/BEL. 
In a 1.45 metre class, the Grey Top/Escudo/
Werther-daughter Hann.Pr.A. Grace WB (line 
of Schligrune; breeder: Frank Wagner, Beien-
rode) and Anna-Maria Grimm excelled pla-
cing second.

Lord Pezi

PB Portofino
After winning the qualification, PB Portofino 
by Lord Pezi/Athletico/Genever (line of Ambel-
la; breeder: Johannes zur Lage, Bersenbrück) 
and Karin Martinsen finished  second in the 
Grand Prix (1.50 metres) of Lillestrøm/NOR. 

Mylord Carthago

Mackay
The Mylord Carthago/Quidam de Revel/Land-
adel-son Mackay (line of Denkerin; breeder: 
Dieter Scherwitzki, Holdorf) celebrated the 
first Grand Prix-victory of his career at the 

CSI1* in Chazey sur Ain/FRA. He and his rider 
Stephanie Hennequin crossed the finish-line 
more than four seconds faster than their fel-
low competitors.

Perigueux

Pandora
While her sire Perigueux was celebrated as 
Stallion Of The Year in the Niedersachsenhal-
le, 9,000 kilometres away from Verden at the 
CSI5* in Thermal/USA, the clear round of 
Pandora out of a Lordanos/Athlet Z-dam 
(breeder: Christel and Helge Deußer, Hünfel-
den) was rewarded a ninth placing in a 1.50 
metre-class. One day later, the bay took fifth 
place in a jumping competition with winning 
round (1.50 metres). The Mexican Arturo Pa-
rada Vallejo presented Pandora.

Quaid

Quality H (VA)
The Quaid/Stakkato/Laptop-son Quality H 
(line of Edwine; breeder: Hans-Heinrich Ha-
gemann, Hüpede) was one of the three suc-
cessful Hannoveraner horses in Friday‘s main 
show jumping competition (1.50 metres) at 
the CSI5* in Thermal/USA. The former price 
leader of Verden’s elite auction in 2015 fini-
shed eighth in the competition with his rider 
Mark Kinsella.

Qualito

Hann.Pr.St. Quenala T
At the end of November, the six-week Villa-
moura Champions Tour in Portugal ended 

with a CSIO3*. As a farewell to the Algarve, 
Hann.Pr.St. Quenala T by Qualito/Coronado/
Fridericus (breeder: Anja Tomfohrde, Lams-
tedt) and Santiago Diaz Ortega finished third 
in the speed class for seven-year-olds.

Spartacus

Simfy (VA)
On the first Advent weekend, Simfy by Spar-
tacus/Balou du Rouet/Graf Grannus (line of 
Fairness III Z; breeder: Dr. Elmar Thiemann, 
Brockhimbergen) and his rider Peter Bulthuis 
won the third-place ribbon in a time-and-
fault class on the opening day of the CSI2* in 
Opglabbeek/BEL.

Stakkato

Smokin Joe
The Stakkato/El Bundy/Cardano-son Smokin 
Joe (line of Kerze; breeder: Dr. Moritz Gaus, 
Großmoor) jumped onto the international 
sport’s pages in DER HANNOVERANER with 
a giant leap. Marco Kutscher rode the 2015-
born dark bay into second place in the speed 
class of the Youngster Tour at the CSI2* in 
Deurne/NED.

Sunset Strip
The second newcomer on the sport’s pages is 
Sunset Strip. His sire also is Stakkato. The 
black stallion (breeder: Callaho Warmblood 
Sport Horses, Christiana/RSA) out of a dam 
by Contendro/Grannus finished second in the 
qualifier for the Grand Prix at the CSI2* 
Opglabbeek/BEL with his rider Henry Vaske.

Stanley

Among the successful Hannoveraner horses in 
Prague was the Conteur daughter Casablanca H, 
ridden by Samuel Hutton.
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Hann.Pr.A. Sally (VA)
Second place in the Medium Tour-final at the 
CSI2* in Riesenbeck/GER was awarded to 
Hann.Pr.A. Sally by Stanley/For Edition/Du-
pon (breeder: Hermann Rosenbrock, Bred-
dorf) and Finja Bormann.

Stolzenberg

Samson
On the second Advent weekend, the Stolzen-
berg/Consulting/Escudo-son Samson (line of 
Arlinde; breeder: Sven Kahrens, Dedelstorf) 
won his first international competition. At 
Sentower Park in Opglabbeek/BEL, the eight-
year-old flew to victory in the speed class of 
the Youngster Tour with Jens Hilbert.

Van Helsing

Ventago
In the Grand Prix of Lier/BEL, the winner 
Acuero stood on the podium next to third 
place-winner Ventago by Van Helsing/Scen-
dix/Dorian (line of Arma; breeder: Stefan 
Trentelmann, Rastede). Tim Rieskamp-Goe-
deking had presented the bay, 2013-born 
stallion. 

Dressage

All at once

Jappaloup
He was born in the Netherlands and compe-
ted for the Netherlands at the CDI3* in Kro-
nenberg/NED. The All at once/Lord Lea-
therdale/Jazz-son Jappaloup (breeder: Stal 
104 BV, Wijdewormer/NED) won the indivi-
dual competition for juniors with Lara van 
Nek, after placing third in the preliminary 
competition.

Burlington

Bodyguard (VA)
After placing third in the preliminary compe-
tition, the Burlingon/Pik L./Grande-son Body-
guard (line of Nigretti; breeder: ZG Frieling, 
Balge) and the Austrian rider Paul Jobstl fini-
shed second in the freestyle for young riders 
at Aachen Dressage Youngstars. The 2009-
born, liver chestnut stallion left Verden for 
the Netherlands as a premium stallion and 

Hands up for the Champion: Duke of Britain 
FRH by Dimaggio and Frederic Wandres won the 
World Cup Freestyle in Madrid. Photo: FEI/Olano 

was used for breeding at the station of Feri-
enhof Stücker. As the vice Bundeschampion 
of four-year-old stallions and bronze medal 
winner of five-year-old dressage horses, he 
finished fourth in the final of the Nürnberger 
Burg-Pokal before he carried Paul Jöbstl from 
success to success starting in 2021.

Belissimo M

Blickfang HC (VA)
Third place in the individual test for young 
riders at the CDIY in Aachen/GER was awar-
ded to the Belissimo M/Brentano II/Partisan-
son Blickfang HC (line of Schleife; breeder: 
Theodor Linnenbäumer, Walchum) and Anna 
Middelberg.

Dancier

Dalicanto
One of the successful Hannoveraner horses in 
Aachen‘s Albert-Vahle-arena was the Dan-
cier/Rotspon/Sherlock Holmes-son Dalicanto 
(line of Futkell; breeder: Christiane Alt, Etz-
bach). At his first international appearance, 
the ten-year-old finished third in the freestyle 
for juniors with Pia Schein.

Don Crusador

Diabolo Nymphenburg (VA)
On the second Advent, the Horse Centre 
Peelbergen/NED was all about the artists in 
the dressage arena. The Don Crusador/Welt-
meyer/Prince Thatch xx-son Diabolo Nym-
phenburg (line of Isabella; breeder: Fritz Klei-
ne, Oyle) and Leonie Koch placed third in the 

introductory test for young riders. The fol-
lowing day, they were again awarded a third 
placement for their performance in the indivi-
dual test.

Dimaggio

Duke of Britain FRH
The Dimaggio/Rubinstein/Don Primero-son 
Duke of Britain FRH (line of Klaseta; breeder: 
Sarah and Tony Pidgley, Windsor/Great Bri-
tain) and Frederic Wandres won the World 
Cup-freestyle in Madrid/ESP with ease. The 
pair had already left their fellow competitors 
behind them in the Grand Prix.

Edward

Exclusiv (VA)
Exclusiv by Edward/Wolkenstein II/Werther 
(line of Grubenfahrt; breeder: Carl Graf von 
Hardenberg, Nörten-Hardenberg) and Caroli-
na Miesner crowned their successful season 
with two victories in Aachen/GER. They won 
the individual test and the freestyle for juni-
ors after placing second in the preliminary 
test. 

Londontime

Libertad (VA)
The individual test for juniors at Aachen 
Youngstars celebrated a double Hannovera-
ner victory. Behind Exclusiv, the Londontime/
San Remo/Wolkentanz-son Libertad (line of 
Derma; breeder: Mona Diekmeier, Warmsen) 
and Allegra Schmitz-Morkramer finished se-
cond. n

Dressage
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Meldungen

Great Britain

Dornröschen  
“Mare of the Year“
She is 20 years old, but when she walked into 
the arena at Vale View Equestrian in Notting-
ham to be awarded the title Hannoveraner 
Mare Of The Year by the British Hannoveraner 
Horse Society, she showed all her spirit and 
elegance that has accompanied her throug-
hout her entire life. Dornröschen by Dimag-
gio/Caprimond was born 20 years ago in the 
stable of Manfred and Karen Hoerner in Con-
way on the west coast of Wales. She de-
scends from the mare line of Alder, which al-
ready produced the great Florestan. 
Consequently, the path through life started 
with Dornröschen’s grandmother via the Rhi-
neland to England and there to the Hannove-
raner daughter association.

Dornröschen came to Lynne Crowden‘s 
Woodlander Stud, where Michael George Eil-
berg trained her. He celebrated many great 
successes with horses that bear Woodlander 
in their name as prefix. Before her competiti-
ve career began, she became the dam of 
another very special mare who caused goose 
bumps more than once in Verden. In 2006, 
Woodlander Farouche by Fürst Heinrich was 
born. When she was five and six years old, 
this important chestnut mare produced start-
to-finish victories in the World Champion-
ships for Young Dressage Horses in Verden. 
Michael George Eilberg rode her at that time. 
It remains an unforgettable moment when 
Rainer Kiel, as the show manager, personally 
placed a GB on the Hannoveraner flag under-

neath the brand, so that the correct flag 
could be hoisted at the award ceremony. Mi-
chael George Eilberg was almost speechless 
at the time and was quoted in DER HANNO-
VERANER 09/2011 after winning the first 
World Champion-title with having said the 
following words: “It is an overwhelming fee-
ling to experience her ground covering move-
ment under saddle. In the stable, the mare is 
very sweet, but in the arena she is always 
totally alert and shows what she is made of.“ 
This is the spirit that Dornröschen passed on 
to her daughter. 

In 2015, Farouche re-entered the internatio-
nal show circuit and celebrated eleven victo-
ries in twelve international starts in Prix St. 

Georges- and Inter I-competitions in 2015 
and 2016. In addition, she has also been 
used for breeding and has already produced 
a licensed stallion in Wildchild by Wavavoom, 
who stood at stud at Celle’s State Stud in 
2020. Dornröschen‘s competitive career star-
ted at the age of five. With Michael George 
Eilberg, she achieved victories in young horse 
competitions. At the 2009 National Champi-
onships in the Medium Tour, the duo Eilberg-
Dornröschen won, relegating Charlotte Du-
jardin and Valegro to silver. At the age of ten, 
their first international victories followed at 
the Inter I-level, and three years later, they 
successfully transitioned to Grand Prix. 

Back to Dornröschen’s breeding achieve-
ments. With the help of embryo transfer, the 
mare, whose type is enormously influenced 
by her dam‘s sire Caprimond, was used for 
breeding in 2010, parallel to her use in com-
petition. Two years later, Farouche‘s full 
brother Franz-Ferdinand was born. During his 
short breeding career, he was used at the 
stallion station of Ingo Pape. At present, For 
Kingdom by For Emotion is used for breeding 
by Pascal Kandziora in Spelle. In addition, a 
son of For Compliment and a second son of 
For Emotion were licensed by the Oldenburg 
Verband. 

The British Hannoveraner Association has 
chosen a special mare, Dornröschen, as their 
Hannoveraner Mare Of The Year 2022. A 
mare that, due to her own and her offspring‘s 
performance, does not need to shy away 
from being compared to mares, which were 
rewarded by the Hannoveraner Verband. 
  Ulrich Hahne

Great Britain

British licensing winner  
by Desperados

The British Hanoverian horse Society BHHS 
together with the Warmblood Breeders‘ 
Studbook UK held a stallion licensing at Mo-
reton Morell College in Warwickshire. Two 
very promising stallions from the age group 
of 2020 were licensed for Hannover. 

The Hannoveraner Ducati by Desperados/Sir 
Donnerhall, bred by Johann-Hinrich Koj in 
Vorwerk in the district of Rotenburg, was sin-
gled out as the winning stallion of the entire 
licensing. The stallion ideally combines the 

advantages of both parents: strong type and 
movement, long legs, a strong back, in addi-
tion very athletic and equipped with a lot of 

energy that can be regulated very well. His 
owner Sean White from London was thrilled 
with his stallion. Also licensed was Wild Ro-
mantic, bred and owned by Lynne Crowden 
from Woodlander Stud, who is a son of Wild 
Child and the Hann.Pr.St For your Love by For 
Compliment. His parents are Hannoveraner; 
he carries an Oldenburg horse passport. He is 
a very likable, medium-sized and correct stal-
lion who convinced with his very good trot 
and walk. Equipped with the chestnut color, 
he is a typical hopeful from the paternal line 
of the legendary Weltmeyer. His right brother 
is the also licensed and performance-tested 
Wild Love. Both stallions were beautifully 
prepared, brought out and presented by 
Carsten Sandrock.  Dr. Ludwig Christmann

Dornröschen owned by Lynne Crowden (2nd from 
left) was Mare of the Year. Photo: Baars

Champion stallion Ducati   Photo: Christmann
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A relaxed character, willingness to perform and 
good basic gaits are among the prerequisites 

for a horse to be successful in driving. This is how 
Jessica Wächter describes the basic qualities that a 
driving horse should definitely have. “Similar to 
eventing, there are three disciplines in driving – 
dressage, marathon and obstacle driving,“ exp-
lains the 30-year-old, whose heart has been bea-
ting for driving, since she was twelve. “The horse 
definitely has to be cool and powerful. After all, it 
has to pull a lot of weight.“ Two particularly “cool“ 
driving horses are her two Hannoveraner horses: 
Dream Catcher and Best Buddy.

The De Niro/Epernay-son Dream Catcher was bred 
by the late Rudolf Temporini and goes back to the 
Hessen mare Maienpracht. His third dam, St.Pr.St. 
Mia, achieved record-breaking results: 13 of her 
14 sons and daughters, who descend from 
Dillenburg’s state stud stallion Mariner by Matro-
se/Lugano, are successful in competitions. Among 
them are four advanced dressage horses and one 
advanced driving horse. Jessica Wächter had a very 
special friendship with the long-time chairman of 
the DOKR driving committee: “He entrusted Dream 
Catcher to me and wanted us to train him as a 
driving horse,“ she says. “It is so sad that he will 
no longer be able to experience his great succes-
ses.“ After the breeder‘s death, Jessica Wächter 
and her partner Martin Röske decided to buy the 
bay and continue his training. Thus Dream Catcher, 
whom his owner affectionately calls Rudi, became 
Bundeschampion of five-year-old driving horses in 
2021 and won the World Championships of Young 
Driving Horses. At the Bundeschampionat, he also 
received the award for Best Horse Of The Show. 

The guest driver rewarded him with the ideal score 
of 10. The pair repeated this spectacular success in 
the division for six-year-old driving horses. In Mo-
ritzburg, the gelding received a score of 10 for 
both his throughness and his perspective as a dri-
ving horse. In addition, Dream Catcher was awar-
ded the special prize for the “Best Driving Horse of 
All Breeds“. “Dream Catcher is an honest and wil-
ling horse – simply a dream!” Jessica Wächter ra-
ves.

The Benicio/Lauries Crusador xx-son Best Buddy 
(breeder: Thomas Wendelken, Schwanewede) 
proves that good dressage horses can also be suc-
cessful driving horses. As a premium stallion of the 
2019 licensing, he found his way to the dressage 
stable of Heinrich Brähler in Herbstein, Hesse. For 
many years, the master in equine management be-
longed to the team of the Riding and Driving 
School in Verden and was a test rider for the Han-
noveraner Verband. He successful competes Best 
Buddy in dressage horse classes up to the M-level, 
while Jessica Wächter trains the dark bay as a dri-
ving horse at the same time and participates with 
him in driving competitions. Since Best Buddy lives 
with his owner, the ambitious female driving com-
petitor travels to Vogelsberg once a week for trai-
ning. The fact that the five-year-old gelding quali-
fied twice for the Bundeschampionat – as a 
dressage horse and as a driving horse – is one of 
the highlights of his career. In driving, Best Buddy 
left the arena in Moritzburg as the Bundeschampi-
on of five-year-old driving horses. As with Dream-
catcher, test rider Christian Koller gave him an 
even 10. Only one week later, he won the vice 
World Championship-title in Szilvásvárad, Hungary.

16 horses, two people and a dog
Jessica Wächter discovered her love for driving 
horses at the age of twelve. She took riding less-
ons with Georg von Stein, who is now the official 
coach for driving teams in Hesse, among other 
things. “He started driving at that time and I did 
the same. Since then, riding has somehow become 
less interesting to me,“ explains the 30-year-old. 
Together with her partner and trainer Martin Rös-
ke, she lives on the farm called Weidenseehof, a 
beautifully situated resettlement farm amidst fields 
and meadows not far from the Hessian community 
of Schaafheim in the northern Odenwald. Between 
Aschaffenburg and Darmstadt, they have enough 
space to train and school driving horses with great 
passion. There are currently 16 horses in the stable 
at Weidenseehof. Apart from Dream Catcher, Jessi-
ca Wächter also owns five other horses, including 
two colts she bred herself. In life and during work, 
the couple is supported by the lively dachshund-
lady Lucy, who confidently and quite happily keeps 

A driving horse 
has to be cool!!
“A driving horse should have the qualities of an 
event horse,“ says Jessica Wächter. And her horses 
obviously have them: Dreamcatcher is two-time 
World Champion and Bundeschampion, Best Buddy 
is Vice World Champion.
By Martina Züngel-Hein

Double World Champion and Bun-
deschampion Dream Catcher with 
Jessica Wächter and dachshund Lady 
Lucie. Photo: Züngel-Hein

On the diagonal  

      with Jessica Wächter
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the entire farm and its residents on their toes. 
“Otherwise, we are a two-people operation and 
do everything ourselves – from feeding to mucking 
out to daily training all the horses,“ Jessica Wäch-
ter explains. So the working day starts at six in the 
morning and usually doesn‘t end before 10 pm. 
“During the winter, we are sometimes finished 
with everything by 8 pm,“ she adds with a twinkle 
in her eye. It takes a great love for horses and a 
never-ending passion for driving to be able to 
handle such a workload. And to round off her day-
to-day work with a corresponding training qualifi-
cation, the 30-year-old, who has already comple-
ted a degree in renewable energies, still wants to 
graduate in horse management.

“We have a lot of great horses in Germany that 
are excellent for driving,“ says Jessica Wächter. 
“Of course, you can definitely tell from the pedig-
ree what qualities a horse might have and whether 
they are more in the upper range or not.“ That is 
why Hannoveraner are among the favorites when 
it comes to looking for a new driving horse. “The 
Hannoveraner is – in terms of all lines – simply 
well bred,“ adds Martin Röske. “They are very 
broad and versatile in terms of their ability. We like 
that very much, and we need that in driving.“ On 
average, Jessica Wächter presents her driving skills 
and her horses at ten to twelve competitions per 

year, which are spread all over Europe. The effort is 
high – every time. She and Martin Röske are usu-
ally on the road for about five days for a competi-
tion. “But for us, it‘s always like a little holiday,“ 
smiles the successful driver. In addition, a lot of 
equipment is needed – including two different car-
riages and harnesses. But only for those who drive 
one-in-hand. Those who drive two or even four-in-
hand also have spare horses – either a total of 
three or five horses – in the van. 

Sport with tradition
Driving has a long-standing and great tradition in 
Germany. Nevertheless, public attention for driving 
is only at a very low level. Apart from the CHIO 
Aachen, this sport receives almost no media atten-
tion. And that is a great pity according to Jessica 
Wächter. She would also like to see more interest 
on the part of breeders: “Breeders find it a bit dif-
ficult to make their horses available for driving, 
because they get so much more attention in dres-
sage, show jumping or eventing. 

But Best Buddy is the best proof that a horse can 
be successful in two different disciplines.“ In order 
to make driving more attractive for a broader au-
dience, we must also start rethinking the rules and 
regulations for international competitions, trainer 
Martin Röske is convinced: “For example, the 
cross-country test with its action-packed and so-
metimes spectacular rides is still a big spectator 
magnet, even if not everyone is an expert in this 
sport. The dressage competition is a completely 
different story. With a length of eight to twelve mi-
nutes, interest wanes after the fourth or fifth com-
petitor at the latest – especially if you don‘t know 
exactly what it‘s all about. But both Jessica Wäch-
ter and Martin Röske are already looking forward 
to the start of the season in 2023, when they want 
to be successful again with Dream Catcher, Best 
Buddy and their other driving horses and showing 
the equestrian world how you can pursue this ex-
citing sport with great passion.  And maybe Jessica 
Wächter‘s dreams will then come true – to become 
the individual senior World Champion with Dream 
Catcher and to start driving four-in-hand. n

Favourite horse show: CHIO Aachen

Favourite place: Home

Favourite sport besides riding:  
Sleeping – if I could go skiing.

Favourite travel destination:  
Tenerife

Career wish as a child:   
Horses, horses, horses

Memory of first competition: 

Not directly of my first competition, but of 
one of the first: I rode a four-in-hand in a 
marathon. After the first obstacle, the car-
riage tipped over. I was lying between two 
horses. We got the carriage upright again 

and then we went on. We actually won the 
tournament. I was twelve years old.

Favourite food: Spaghetti Bolognese

Which horse holds a special place? 
Each of my horses has a very special place 
in my heart!

Which music group would you fit 
into? Definitely German pop-songs!

Double Bundeschampion and double World Champion: 
Dreamcatcher by De Niro/Epernay is at the beginning 
of a dream career. 

The Benicio/Lauries Crusador xx son 
Best Buddy is not only Bundescham-
pion and Vice World Champion, but 
is also successful in the dressage 
arena. Photos: Placzek

On the diagonal  

      with Jessica Wächter
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Breeding goal 
achieved
Four-year-old San to Alati is probably one of the best 

Hannoveraner stallions at the present time. The national 

champion is the discovery of the year not only with 

respect to breeding but also in the sport. This charismatic 

stallion was bred by Lena-Marie and Kerstin Klose.

By Jürgen Stroscher

Kerstin Klose from Alfhausen. 
Photos: Stroscher

Klose stable team (from left to 
right): Christian Klose, Ehmie-Jo 
Bote, Kerstin Klose, Dörte Borcher-
ding and Harald Göttken.  

Everything has its time. This is also the case at 
the Klose family in Alfhausen. “2022 is our 

year. We have finally found the perfect farm for 
our horses and for us privately. The super succes-
ses of our stallion San to Alati round off the suc-
cessful year for us,“ says Kerstin Klose, who only 
moved into the new breeding facility in Alfhausen 
near Bersenbrück with her husband Christian in 
November of 2021. “Everything is actually perfect 
here,“ Christian Klose agrees and sees “hardly 
any need for improvements“ at his new family 
home. For the 55-year-old, however, the whole 
thing also means “new territory“, because he had 
not experienced the breeding horses of his wife 
Kerstin and daughter Lena-Marie as closely in the 
past. “Breeding horses has always been my wife‘s 
thing. I naturally always supported her with it and 
also went to the shows with Lena-Marie, but since 
the horses were not stabled with us, I personally 
didn‘t have that much to do with them.“ 

It was only when daughter Lena-Marie, now 27, 
seriously discovered riding for herself in 2005 that 
her mother Kerstin rediscovered her affinity for 
horses. “As a child, I invested all my pocket money 
in horse postcards and studied pedigrees.“ Kerstin 
Klose was born and raised in Hildesheim by pa-
rents who had to rebuild everything in the post-
war period. To do so, they put their own dreams 
on the back burner. “My father came from Silesia 
and could not fulfill his wish to have his own hor-
se. Instead, he gave my sisters Marion and Anke 
and me ponies when he could afford it as a self-
employed baker.“ At the age of 16, Kerstin Klose 
bought her first riding horse from her first self-
earned money as an assistant paralegal and nota-

ry public in training. She competed her horse in 
jumping classes up to the L-level. 

“It quickly became clear to me that I would not 
make riding horses my profession. Rather, I had 
decided to earn enough money one day to be able 
to finance riding. Kerstin Klose‘s nature has al-
ways been to go her own way and to look for and 
find the right solutions. “Since I wanted to be-
come an academic, I decided to sell my three ri-
ding horses to finance my studies to become a 
lawyer in Hannover. But since the money was not 
enough for that, she also looked for a job as a 
waitress in the bar called “Easy“ in Alfeld near 
Hannover, where she eventually met her current 
husband Christian, who also worked there part-
time. This encounter, however, took her far away 
from her beloved horses once again. Together 
with the teacher for athletics and German, she 
developed a concept for fitness and health, and, 
as a team, they finally set up their first self-desig-
ned fitness studio in Alfeld. The entrepreneurial 
couple developed this business idea into their 
own “brand with a health and medical back-
ground“ and expanded it.

In the meantime, they got married and their child-
ren Julian (31) and Lena-Marie (27) were born. “If 
one of my children developed the desire to ride, it 
was clear to me that I would support them. Julian 
had absolutely no ambitions in that area, but Le-
na-Marie all the more,“ Kerstin Klose looks back 
on the already mentioned year 2005. “After the 
classic pony career, it became clear to us that it is 
difficult to find a suitable horse with athletic po-
tential for a junior like Lena-Marie. This circum-
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In Warendorf, the Secret/Belissimo M 
son San to Alati was celebrated as 
Bundeschampion. He had previously 
won the Hannoveraner Champion-
ships with Mareike Mimberg in the 
saddle. Photo: Lafrentz

The Fürstenball/Sandro Hit-daughter 
Hann.Pr.A. Fritzi aus Preußen was 
Champion Mare in Seesen and high-
ly awarded at the Herwart von der 
Decken-Show. Photo: Fellner

stance eventually gave rise to the idea of breeding 
our own sport horses.“ However, the Klose couple 
soon realized that it takes time to create a suc-
cessful horse breeding program, which produces 
the right horses. In order to not disappoint their 
daughter Lena-Marie, the parents bought a sport 
horse for her after all - and did it with success. The 
young gelding Redmond by Rosentau/Werther 
(breeder: Hans-Jürgen Sitzenstock, Bad Salzdet-
furth), who had been trained by Lena-Marie‘s ri-
ding instructor Antje-Kim Wilkens at her dressage 
farm in Burgwedel, earned the state champion-
ship-title in Hannover in 2013 with the young 
dressage rider. The now 18-year-old black horse is 
currently successful in dressage competitions up 
to the S-level with his rider Finnja Pirschel. 

Starting signal for her own breeding program 
Through these successes, mother Kerstin not only 
encouraged her daughter’s competitive ambitions, 
but also drew her into her spell in terms of bree-
ding horses. The starting signal for her own bree-
ding program came in 2006, “when I bought the 
first foal at the January auction in Verden,“ Kers-
tin Klose looks back. However, she was offered 
such a high sum for the filly that she could not 
refuse and immediately sold the foal again. “With 
this income I could then finance the next purchases 
of young mares or foals.“ For this, the prospective 
breeder went back to Verden, where she bought 
the young mares Luna by Londonderry/Weltmeyer 
(breeder: Josef Ewing, Alfhausen), Soulmate by 
Sandro Hit/Georgenburg (breeder: Breeding Farm 
Düvel, Katlenburg-Lindau), St.Pr.St. Rosalie by 
Rascalino/Corradino (breeder: August Busse, Gol-
denstedt) and Florenzina (breeder: Andrea von 
Zitzewitz, Wangels). “I have only had good expe-
riences with the Hannoveraner Verband and either 
bought or marketed my young riding horses the-
re.“ 

With the 2005-born Florenzina by Florencio, the 
breeder clearly proved her special feel for highly 
talented mares. Florenzina unfortunately only pro-
duced three offspring, a colt called Bellis Blue La-
bel by Belissimo M (2010) and the fillies Danza 
Florenzia by Damsey (2009) and Bella Florencia 
by Belissimo M (2011). The 11-year-old Belissimo 
M-daughter Bella Florencia however produced the 
colt San to Alati by Secret in 2018. “I chose Flo-
renzina because of her pedigree, in which the 
most important Trakehner line of Herbstblüte is 
represented via Florenzina‘s dam Herzchen‘s Letz-
te by Michelangelo. My goal is and was to breed 
the best dressage horses possible,“ the 60-year-

old breeder describes what she wants to achieve 
in her breeding program. “When San to Alati was 
born on our farm, he looked a bit lanky. It was, 
however, already then recognizable that he could 
possibly become an extraordinary horse,“ Kerstin 
Klose remembers very well her first impressions of 
her colt - after all his birth was only four years 
ago. “He simply has charisma and captivates the 
audience when he enters the dressage arena.“ 
The horse magazines saw it the same way and ra-
ved when San to Alati was crowned as the natio-
nal champion in Warendorf in September: “Today, 
in the final, the judges were able to satisfy the 
audience again. And not only them. If you are loo-
king for a horse that purely visually embodies the 
breeding goal of a riding horse, San to Alati comes 
very close to the optimum – a large-framed liver 
chestnut, constructed uphill with a beautiful face 
and a large eye. One likes this type of horse! The 
audience, at least, was enraptured by the stalli-
on.“ The jury graded the dark chestnut’s trot and 
canter with a 9.5, his walk with a 9.0, the training 
with 9.5 and his conformation with a 9.0. “Very 
secure swinging movement“, “active from the 
hindquarters“ and “balanced returns“ were the 
judges‘ reasons. Guestrider Marcus Hermes also 
awarded a 9.5 for the rideability.

The great successes of Kerstin and Lena-Marie 
Klose are certainly also based on a very well 
thought-out management. Philipp Hess and espe-
cially Stefanie Wolf, the head rider at the farm 
called Krüsterhof, which belongs to riding master 
Johann Hinnemann, were responsible for the trai-
ning of the young stallion. After his victory in the 
Hannoveraner Championships, the Secret-son fi-
nally became the “target“ of dressage rider Ber-
nadette Brune, who became his owner shortly 
before the Bundeschampionat. San to Alati is still 
available to breeders through the farm Krüsterhof, 
and the first promising offspring have already 
been born. “If it fits, we will certainly fall back on 
our home-bred stallion in the future.“ The bree-
ding farm Klose plans to have between four and 
six foals per year in the next few years. Besides his 
breeding qualities, we have already gotten a glim-
pse of the athletic potential of four-year-old San 
to Alati, who owes his name to an idyllic Greek 
vacation village. Other highly talented dressage 
horses of Family Klose’s breeding station such as 
Fior de la Luna by Fürstenball, Feine Seide K by 
Fürstenball, Four Reasons by Fürsten-Look or Four 
Roses by Fürstenball have already proven their 
special athletic abilities in the dressage ring up to 
the S-level. n
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Quadruple victory 
in Neustadt/Dosse
A horse from the Rhineland and three 
Hannoveraner led the 50-day-test for jumping 
stallions in Neustadt/Dosse. Victorianus was the 
best in the dressage test in Warendorf.  
By Britta Züngel

te N AA (breeder: Mariano Lardin Diez, Isernha-
gen), who scored 8.27 in the sport test part I. The 
four-year-old impressed with his convincing ridea-
bility. During the summer, Daniel Neiß had ridden 
him into tenth place in the Hannoveraner Show 
Jumping Championships. No Hannoveraner or hor-
ses from the Rhineland competed in part II. The 
winner Chinchero by Chopin/Clarimo, who scored 
8.85 in the stallion test, was licensed for Hannover. 
He belongs to the stable of Sven Völz in Bienen-
büttel.

Short disposition tests
At the same time as the sport tests took place, 
short disposition tests were offered in Waren-
dorf. Behind the winner Extra Gold by Escolar/
Apache, whose grandam is Isabell Werth‘s Olympic 
mare Weihegold, the Bon Coeur/Londonderry-son 
Banksy Coeur out of the renowned line of Eckern-
förde II (breeder: ZG Kutzer and Röhrssen, Bremen) 
obtained the second best result, an 8.34, in a field 
of eleven dressage stallions. In the show jumping 
division, an unlicensed Hannoveraner stallion par-
ticipated: Orient Gold by Orient Express/Cornet 
Obolensky (breeder: Heinrich Ramsbrock, Mensla-
ge; exhibitor: Stud Sprehe, Löningen). He received 
a weighted final score of 7.97. 

Six weeks later, eight dressage and twelve show 
jumping stallions were judged in Neustadt/Dos-
se. The unlicensed Top Gear/Fürst Romancier-son 
Top Score (breeder: Katrin and Wilhelm von Hol-
ten, Geestland) lived up to his name and achieved 
one of the two top results with a final score of 
8.60. Only the DSP-stallion Dream Royal was bet-
ter, he scored a 9.29 with a 10 for rideability. The 
jumping stallions saw a Hannoveraner winner: 
Chembassy by Chacoon Blue/Embassy (breeder: 
Dr. Ingrid Ragnarsson, Kalix/Sweden). The rideable 
bay stallion, whose willingness to perform and 
whose jumping ability impress greatly, already 
won jumping horse classes with Sven Rudolph and 
will be competing as Celle’s state stud stallion in 
the future.

50-day-tests
The 50-day-tests in November started in Adel-
heidsdorf. 27 dressage stallions met at the tes-
ting station. The best Hannoveraner was the La 
Vie/Bretton Woods-son Luton (breeder: Bernhard 
Sieverding, Twistringen; exhibitor: Stud Blue Hors, 
Randbol/Denmark). World champion Don Martillo 
and Nürnberger Burg-Pokal-winner Burlington 
FRH also go back to Luton’s foundation dam Idria. 

Victorianus by Vitalis/Rubin-Royal achieved the best 
result in part I of the dressage test in Warendorf.  
Photo: Beelitz

Sporttests  
The last sport tests of the year 2022 took place in 
Warendorf in September. The fields of partici-
pants at the DOKR facility were small. The Vitalis/
Rubin-Royal-son Victorianus (breeder: Johannes 
zur Lage, Bersenbrück) finished part I of the dres-
sage stallions with the best result. The dark bay 
stallion received a final score of 8.17. He was rid-
den by Felicitas Rost, who discovered the talent 
out of the dam line of Ambella together with her 
husband Frank Rost at the stallion sales. 
Warendorf’s state stud stallion Dolce Gusto by Da 
Costa/Floriscount (breeder: Wiebke de Buhr, Au-
rich) followed with 8.12. The best result in part II 
was achieved by Zupermann by Vincent Maranel/
Destano from the stallion station Hoffrogge. The 
best Hannoveraner among the jumping stallions 
was Don Corazoncito LW by Diacontinus/Bonapar-
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The dark bay stallion received a final score of 8.35, 
the fourth best score of the test lot. He obtained a 
“very good“ for his canter. Only one other stallion 
reached this mark, the winner of the test: Eleven 
HW from the stallion station Rüscher-Konermann 
in Greven. The Westphalian Escamillo/Den Haag-
son out of the dam line of Narni led the field with 
a final score of 8.78. Both stallions were licensed 
for Hannover at this site. The performance of Spe-
cial Sunrise by Secret/Sandro Hit (breeder/exhibi-
tor: W.M. Stud, Visselhövede) was awarded a score 
of 8.04. The half-brother of the privately owned 
stallion Bon Coeur exhibited no weaknesses and 
scored very evenly in every criterion. 

Three days later, the competition continued in 
Adelheidsdorf with 25 jumping stallions. The 
Holstein Casall/Calido-son Cape Calidus, who was 
sent to the test by the State Stud Neustadt/Dosse, 
was the class leader. He convinced with his high 
rideability, combined with very good ability and a 
just as good style. He was licensed for Hannover. In 
terms of jumping quality, the still nameless full-
brother of Celle’s former state stud stallion Qualito 
and of the internationally successful show jumpers 
IB Qualita and Qualibro by Quaid/Salito (breeder: 
Helmut Habermann, Hänigsen; exhibitor: Ignaz 
Berger, Sulzbach-Rosenberg) was convincing. The 
three-year-old with the best character and a very 

The results of the sport tests dressage and jumping as well as the short disposition tests of all Hannoveraner and horses from the Rhineland as well as 
the stallions of other breeding areas licensed for Hannover and the Rhineland are published.  
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Sport test – jumping part I in Warendorf, 12 to 14 September 2022

Average score/8 participants 7.94 7.96 7.85 8.31 8.03 8.01

Babylon Berlin, Holstein 
by Brantzau/Nabab de Reve 8.30 8.50 8.20 8.20 8.30 8.31

Don Corazoncito LW  
by Diacontinus/Bonaparte AA 
B.: Mariano Lardin Diez, Isernhagen

8.40 8.00 8.00 8.80 8.30 8.27

Sport test – jumping part II in Warendorf, 12 to 14 September 2022

Average score/4 participants 8.55 8.80 8.48 8.88 8.68 8.67

Coreandro, Holstein 
by Caretino/Leandro

9.00 9.00 8.80 8.60 8.80 8.85

Lyotard, Holstein  
by Livello/Casall

8.40 9.00 8.20 9.00 8.60 8.64

Results 
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Sport test – dressage part I in Warendorf, 12 to 14 September 2022

Average score/4 participants 7.35 8.05 8.20 7.95 7.88 7.89

Dolce Gusto by Da Costa/Floriscount 
B.: Wiebke de Buhr, Aurich 7.80 8.30 8.80 7.80 8.00 8.12

Seamus (Rhld.) by Secret/Fiorano 
B.: Theo Lenzen, Nettetal 6.80 8.00 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.46

Victorianus by Vitals/Rubin-Royal 
B.: Johannes zur Lage, Bersenbrück 7.80 7.70 8.50 8.50 8.20 8.17

Sport test – dressage part II in Warendorf, 12 to 14 September 2022

Average score/5 participants 7.24 7.72 7.50 7.48 7.54 7.49

Erbe (Rhld.) by Escolar/Lissabon 
B.: Iris Jansen-Jentgens, Viersen 6.80 7.80 7.00 6.50 7.00 6.97

Fürstensturm by Fürstenball/Diamond Hit 
B.: Melanie Klatt, Riede 6.50 7.00 7.50 6.80 7.00 6.94

Laudate Dominum, Oldenburg 
by Lord Leatherdale/Fürst Fugger 7.40 7.30 8.00 7.80 7.60 7.64

Zuperman, Oldenburg
by Vincent Maranel/Destano 8.50 8.80 7.80 9.00 8.70 8.59
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Short disposition test – jumping in Warendorf, 12 to14 September 2022

Average score/11 participants 7.12 8.16 7.15 8.13 8.10 8.25 8.04

Orient Gold by Orientexpress 
B.: Heinrich Ramsbrock, Menslage 6.80 7.80 7.60 8.10 8.20 8.00 7.97
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Short disposition test – dressage in Warendorf, 12 to 14 September 2022

Average score/11 participants 7.74 8.03 7.58 8.06 8.01 7.89

Banksy Coeur by Bon Coeur/Londonderry 
B.: ZG Kutzer u. Röhrssen, Bremen 8.50 8.70 7.50 8.50 8.50 8.34

N.N. by Baron/Franziskus 
B.: Klaus Bünger, Oetzen 7.80 8.00 7.80 8.20 8.20 8.00

Blasius, DSP
by Benicio/Sarkozy 8.00 7.80 7.70 7.80 8.00 7.84

Energy by Escamillo/De Niro 
B.: 2M2 Horses I Bastad, Bastad/SWE 7.30 8.50 7.50 8.00 8.00 7.86

Extra Gold, Westfalia 
by Escolar/Apache 8.60 8.70 7.50 8.50 8.50 8.36

Fortunes, Westfalia
by Foundation/De Kooning 7.70 8.50 7.70 8.50 8.30 8.16

Most wanted Nero, KWPN
by Morricone/Donnerball 8.20 8.00 8.00 8.80 8.50 8.33

Toto Gold, KWPN
by Toto Jr./Apache 7.50 8.20 6.80 7.80 7.60 7.60

Short disposition test – dressage in Neustadt/Dosse, 30 Oct. to 1 Nov. 2022

Average score/8 participants 8.00 8.18 7.95 8.21 8.30 8.12

Top Score by Top Gear/Fürst Romancier 
B.: Katrin a. Wilhelm von Holten, Geestland 8.50 9.00 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.60

Van Dijk by Vitalis/Duke Ellington 
B.: Claudia Mohlfeld, Ahrsen 7.50 7.50 7.80 7.50 7.70 7.58

Short disposition test – jumping in Neustadt/Dosse, 30 Oct. to 1 Nov. 2022

Average score/12 participants 6.77 7.68 6.98 8.19 7.96 7.81

N.N. by Chaccon Blue/Embassy 
B.: Dr. Ingrid Ragnarsson, Kalix/SWE 6.50 7.00 6.50 8.20 8.00 7.65
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Results
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50-day-test in Adelheidsdorf, 1 October to 19 November 2022 – focus dressage

Average/27 participants 8.31 8.37 8.26 7.39 7.59 7.74 7.72 7.70 7.61 7.61 7.67

Be my Dancer, Westfalia
by Benicio/Vivaldi

9.00 9.00 9.00 8.50 8.50 9.00 9.00 8.00 9.00 9.00 8.76

D‘Asti by Da Costa/Lauries Crusador xx
B.: Christian Heinrich, Staffhorst

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.50 7.50 7.50 8.00 8.00 7.50 8.00 7.73

Don Ampere, DSP
by Don Royal/All at once

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.50 7.50 7.50 8.00 8.00 7.50 7.50 7.66

Eichengold, Trakehner
by Schwarzgold/Gribaldi

8.25 8.50 8.00 7.00 6.50 7.00 7.50 7.00 7.00 7.50 7.14

Eleven HW, Westfalia
by Escamillo/Den Haag

9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 8.50 8.50 8.50 9.00 8.50 8.78

Exupéry, Oldenburg
by Escamillo/Donnerschwee

8.75 8.50 9.00 8.00 8.00 8.50 8.50 7.50 8.50 8.00 8.21

Frodo by Fidertanz/Scolari 
B.: Ulrich Henke, Lüchow

7.50 8.00 7.00 6.50 7.00 7.50 6.50 8.50 6.50 6.25 6.95

Glamdale WP, Westfalia
by Glamourdale/Millennium

9.50 9.50 9.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 9.00 7.00 9.00 8.75 8.62

Luton by La Vie/Bretton Woods
B.: Bernhard Sieverding, Twistringen

8.50 8.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 7.50 8.50 7.50 8.50 8.50 8.35

Bouwinghausen by Bonds/Weltmeyer
B.: Zuchthof Vogel, Enger

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.50 8.50 7.50 8.00 7.50 8.50 7.75 7.94

Sir Escolar, Westfalia
by Sir Heinrich/Escolar

7.75 8.00 7.50 6.50 7.50 7.50 7.00 7.50 7.00 7.50 7.27

Special Sunrise by Secret/Sandro Hit 
B.: Gestüt W.M., Visselhövede

8.75 8.50 9.00 7.50 8.50 7.50 8.50 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.04

Vision, Oldenburg
by Vitalis/Sandro Hit

8.50 8.50 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.50 8.15

Volltreffer, DSP
by Villeneuve/Diamont Hit

8.00 8.00 8.00 6.50 7.00 7.00 7.00 8.00 7.00 7.00 7.07

good canter finished on a score of 8.41. Delox by 
Diamant de Semilly/Chacco-Blue (breeder: Johan-
nes zur Lage, Bersenbrück, exhibitor: Staj Mustang, 
who acquired the stallion on last year’s stallion 
sales) scored similarly high. To the judges, his inte-

rior was also worth a 9.0; they noted the final 
score of 8.38. Together with him, the full brother 
of Stakkato-Prize winner Stakkolensky (breeder: 
Karl-Henning Rollwage, Bockenem) had made the 
journey to the Czech Republic. The Stakkato/Cor-
net Obolensky-son also obtained a good result 
with the final score of 8.23.

Almost 70 kilometres away, 29 dressage stallions 
participated in the test in Schlieckau. The final 
score for Celle’s state stud stallion Freigeist by 
Foundation/Competent (breeder: Dr. Michael Lühs, 
Wagenfeld) was 8.49. The performance-willing 
bay stallion received a score of 8.5 for the high 
quality of his basic gaits as well as for his behavior 
at the fences. Federer by Farrell/Livaldon (breeder: 
Wienke Winkelmann, Wurster Coast at the North 
Sea), who had moved into a box stall at the stalli-
on station of Gerd Sosath in Lemwerder after his 
licensing, received a final score of 8.12. The Esco-
lar/Don Nobless-son Endorphin (breeder/exhibitor: 
Ingo Pape, Hemmoor) completed the 50-day test 
with a score of 8.02. With an optimal score of 10 
from the test riders Marco Bührig and Philipp 
Hess, the Escamillo/Fürstenball-son Escanto PS 

The Qualito/Stakkato son Quen-
tino is in the service of the Celle 
State Stud. In Neustadt/Dosse he 
convinced with the third best result. 
Photo: Beelitz
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Delox by Diamant de Semilly/ 
Chacco-Blue found his way to the 
Czech Republic via the stallion sales. 
He passed his 50-day.test in Adel-
heidsdorf with a final score of 8.38. 
Photo: Beelitz
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50-day-test Schlieckau, 6 October to 24 November 2022 – focus dressage 

Average score/29 Participants 8.39 8.53 8.24 7.71 8.05 7.72 7.95 7.64 7.83 7.95 7.90

Big Ben by Bonds/Destano
B.: Hof Schepergerdes, Meppen

8.75 9.00 8.50 7.50 7.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 7.50 7.50 7.57

Escanto PS, Oldenburg
by Escamillo/Fürstenball

9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.50 8.50 9.00 8.50 9.00 10 9.12

Chestnut, Westfalia
by Escolar/Sir Donnerhall

8.25 8.00 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 8.45

Endorphin by Escolar/Don Nobless
B.: Ingo Pape, Hemmoor

8.25 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.50 7.50 8.00 8.00 8.02

Federer by Farrell/Livaldon
B.: Wienke Winkelmann, Spieka-Neufeld

8.25 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.12

Filox by Fidertanz/Bordeaux
B.: Ferdinand u. Sandra Hodel, Volken/SUI

7.75 8.00 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.00 8.00 6.50 7.50 8.00 7.48

Feliciano, DSP
by Floricello/Bosten

8.75 8.50 9.00 9.00 9.00 8.00 9.00 7.50 9.00 9.75 8.82

Flashdancer by For Dance/Dagostini
B.: Christoph Plate, Beverstedt

8.25 8.50 8.00 7.00 7.50 7.00 7.50 7.50 7.00 7.50 7.35

Freigeist by Foundation/Competent
B.: Dr. Michael Lühs, Wagenfeld

8.75 8.50 9.00 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.25 8.49

Halleluja (Rhld.) by Henkie/Feuerspiel
B.: Ignaz Berger, Sulzbach-Rosenthal

8.50 8.50 8.50 8.00 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.00 7.50 7.75 7.69

Secret Noir, Oldenburg
by Secret/Fürst Romancier

8.75 9.00 8.50 8.50 7.50 8.00 8.50 7.50 8.50 8.75 8.23

Trussardi, Westfalia
by Top Gear/Don Schufro

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.50 8.50 8.00 7.50 8.50 8.00 7.75 8.02

Val Rouge by Valverde/De Niro 
B.: Willem Klausing GbR, Diepholz

8.75 9.00 8.50 7.50 7.50 7.00 8.00 8.50 7.50 8.00 7.70

Vitz Gerald PS by Valverde/Rock Forever
B.: Gestüt Lewitz, Mühlen

8.00 8.50 7.50 7.00 8.00 7.00 7.00 6.00 7.00 7.75 7.33

Viva Vitalis, Oldenburg
by Vitalis/Fürst Romancier

8.50 8.50 8.50 8.00 9.50 8.50 8.50 7.50 9.00 8.75 8.62

(exhibitor: Paul Schockemöhle, Mühlen) catapulted 
himself to the top of the field. He had already con-
vinced with top scores at his disposition test in 
April, now his result was 9.12. He is the youngest 
offspring of the line of Juromette, out of which also 
Westphalia‘s foundation sire Radetzky and Olym-
pic stallion Don Schufro descend. Escanto‘s dam is 
a full sister of the privately owned stallion Fürst 
Toto, who also finished his 50-day-test as one of 
the best.

The last 50-day-test of the year 2022 in Neu-
stadt/Dosse turned into a Rhineland-Hannovera-
ner triumph. The best of the 36 jumping stallions 
was the Untouchable/Lux-son United Power (bree-
der: Didier Jacquemin, Seny/Belgium). The power-
ful grey horse left hardly anything to be desired for 
in terms of style and ability; the scores of 9.50 and 
9.00 reflected this. In addition, both test riders 
awarded him a 9.75, so that the weighted final 
score was 8.90. He belongs to the stallion squad of 
the State Stud Moritzburg. His performance wil-
lingness is firmly anchored in his pedigree. Not 
only the privately owned stallions Chacoon Blue 
and Gavi, both internationally successful, go back 

to the foundation mare Sedalia, but also Gerd 
Wiltfang‘s Askan, Beat Mändli‘s Don Ramiro and 
Rodrigo Pessoa‘s Status FRH have their roots in the 
area of Lüchow. Two years older is the Quasimodo 
van de Molendreef/Quadam-son (breeder: Hendrik 
Schäfer, Köchingen), who was attested having si-
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50-day-tests jumping
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50-day-Test Adelheidsdorf, 4 October to 22 November 20222 – focus jumping

Average score/25 participants 8.50 8.50 8.50 6.70 7.82 6.84 8.22 8.18 7.90 8.06 8.04 8.00

Asterix Z, Zangersheide
by Aganix du Seigneur Z/Centurio

9.00 9.00 9.00 6.50 8.00 8.50 9.00 9.00 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.55

Cape Calidus, Holstein
by Casall/Calido

9.25 9.00 9.50 7.50 9.00 7.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 8.50 8.86

Classico‘s Champion, Westfalia
by Classico TN/Diam

9.00 9.00 9.00 7.00 8.50 7.00 8.50 9.00 8.50 9.00 8.50 8.63

Corsini, OS
by Cornet Obolensky/Cassini

8.50 8.50 8.50 6.00 8.50 7.00 9.00 9.00 8.50 8.50 9.00 8.60

Elbalthago PS, OS
by Eldorado by d. Zeshoek/Stakkatol

8.75 8.50 9.00 6.50 8.00 7.00 8.50 9.00 8.00 8.50 7.75 8.25

Brauner, OS
by Chacfly PS/Balou du Rouet

8.75 8.50 9.00 6.50 8.00 8.00 9.00 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.75 8.45

Rappe by Origi D‘O/Quidam‘s Rubin
B.: Wolfgang Constien, Jördenstorf

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.00 7.50 6.50 8.00 8.00 7.50 8.00 7.50 7.74

Fuchs by Quaid/Salito 
B.: Helmut Habermann, Hänigsen

9.00 9.00 9.00 7.50 9.00 6.50 8.50 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.25 8.41

Dark bay by Stakkato/Cornet Obolensky   
B.: Karl-Henning Rollwage, Bockenem

8.50 8.50 8.50 6.50 8.00 6.00 8.00 8.00 8.50 8.50 8.75 8.23

Delox by Diamant de Semilly/Chacco-Blue
B.: Johannes zur Lage, Bersenbrück

9.00 9.00 9.00 7.50 8.50 6.50 8.50 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 8.38

Obano, Holstein
by Ogano Sitte/Carbano

8.75 9.00 8.50 7.50 8.50 6.00 9.00 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.75 8.50

Scarletto by Stakkato/Graf Grannus
B.: Henrik Brönnemann, Burgdorf

8.50 8.50 8.50 6.50 7.00 7.00 8.50 8.50 7.50 8.00 8.00 7.86

50-day-Test in Neustadt/Dosse, 12 October to 30 November 2022 – focus jumping

Average score/36 participants 8.65 8.63 8.67 6.58 7.49 6.83 7.97 8.14 8.00 8.10 8.22 7.99

Argento Conte by Argento Vivo/Contendro
B.: Norbert Bramlage, Dinklage

9.00 9.00 9.00 7.00 8.50 7.50 9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 9.00 8.74

Schwarzbrauner by Casallco/Stakkato
B.: Ulrike Haepke, Sehnde

8.75 9.00 8.50 7.50 7.50 6.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.23

Crombacher by Conthargos/Stanfour
B.: Frank Schlesier, Otterndorf

8.75 9.00 8.50 6.50 7.00 6.50 8.00 8.00 7.50 8.00 7.75 7.71

Brauner by Lyon/Diarado‘s Boy
B.: Ralf Zierke, Braunschweig

8.75 9.00 8.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.00 7.50 7.93

Quentino by Qualito/Stakkato
B.: Günter Keller, Bermatingen

8.75 9.00 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 9.00 9.50 8.75

Brauner by Quasimodo v. d. Molendreef
B.: Hendrik Schäfer, Köchingen

9.00 9.00 9.00 7.50 8.00 7.00 8.50 9.50 9.00 9.00 9.00 8.84

United Power (Rhld.) by Untouchable/Lux
B.: Didier Jacquemin

8.50 8.00 9.00 6.00 8.50 6.50 8.00 9.50 9.00 9.00 9.75 8.90

Zinero by Zinedream/Comte
B.: Dr. Carsten Haack, Freiburg

8.75 8.50 9.00 7.50 7.50 7.00 8.50 9.00 8.50 9.00 9.00 8.54

With the results of the 50-day-tests in Adelheidsdorf, Schlieckau and Neustadt/Dosse, the results of all Hannoveraner and 
horses from the Rhineland as well as the stallions licensed for Hannover and the Rhineland from other breeding areas have 
been published. Some stallions were licensed following the stallion performance test.

milar qualities. Successful in show jumping compe-
titions with his breeder Hendrik Schäfer, the bay 
stallion from the renowned dam line of Schneide-
rin achieved the second best result, 8.84. In additi-
on to a 9.5 for ability, he was “very good“ in his 
style, general impression and in the test rider-test. 
His dam Hann.Pr.St. Quebec was champion mare 
at the Friedrich Jahncke-Show at the time. Both 
stallions are not yet licensed for Hannover. Celle’s 
state stud stallion Quentino by Qualito/Stakkato 

(breeder: Günter Keller, Bermatingen) came in third 
with a final score of 8.75. This makes him the la-
test offspring of the line of Jessica, which has pro-
duced no less than 71 stallions,  registered in the 
stallion book I of the Hannoveraner Verband. The 
Argento Vivo/Contendro-son Argento Conte (bree-
der/exhibitor: Norbert Bramlage, Dinklage) follo-
wed with only one tenth of a point less and a final 
score of 8.74. His test certificate shows that he 
received the score of 9.0 seven times. n 



Doc Ridge Farm in Hamilton, Ontario was the 
first inspection site. Ten mares participated in 
the mare performance test. Scozia by Scude-
ria/Lauries Crusador xx (breeder: Elaine Par-
kinson, Rockwood, Ontario) delivered the 
best test. The elegant four-year-old with three 
good basic gaits also excelled in rideability 
and completed an above average test. She 
was highlighted as the champion mare at the 
show. Her dam Liesel (breeder: Eberhard 
Hennings, Minden) was registered in the 
studbook in Canada as a three-year-old and 
had eleven foals. Almost all her seven daugh-
ters performed good tests and are registered 
as broodmares. Scozia receives the Fritz- Flo-
to-Prize for obtaining the best mare perfor-
mance test result. The prize is named after 
one of the pioneers of Hannoveraner bree-
ding in Canada. At the other sites in Ontario, 
the focus was on foals as well as studbook 
inspections combined with mare shows. At 
Halton Place Farm in Milton, the home of 
Look Ahead Sporthorses, the winning foal 
was a powerfully moving Fynch Hatton/Wol-
kenglanz-son bred by Paula Horton in Hamil-
ton. The colt and two other foals in the top 
group were awarded a gold medal. At South-
lane Farm in Vankleek Hill, a daughter of the 
premium stallion De L‘Or by Dancier/Rot-
spon, who stands at stud in Denmark, was 
the champion mare. Four-year-old Dash of 
Class out of his dam by Hotline/Don Bosco 
(breeder: Linda Brand, Limoges; owner: Isa-
belle Rochon, Grenville sur la Rouge) will 
complete the under-saddle-test next year. 
There were two champion foals at Southlane 
Farm: one dressage and one jumping foal – a 
filly by Ibiza/Embassy (breeder/owner: Gina 
Smith, Brockville) and a filly by Emerald van 
het Ruytershof/Providence (breeder: Louise 
Palmer, Vankleek Hill; owner: Grand Coteau 
Stables, L‘Epiphanie). An integral part of the 
tour is the visit to the breeding farm of the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police near Otta-
wa, where black Hannoveraner have been 
bred for the world-famous “Musical Ride“ 
for many years. 

For about ten years now, a growing Hanno-
veraner and Rhineland breeding scene is de-
veloping on Prince Edward Island, located in 
the east, which has been significantly influ-
enced by stallion owner Ruth Hanselpacker. 
She started with the stallion Schwarzenegger 
by Sion/Calypso II, and currently offers semen 

of – among others – former state stud stalli-
on Dauphin as well as the US-born Hannove-
raner Rapture R by Rotspon/Donnerhall and 
former, Danish-bred Rockefeller by Rohdia-
mant/Grundstein II. Dauphin is the sire of 
three-year-old champion mare Darlequin out 
of Highland Lily by Hampton (breeder/owner: 
Andrew Kielly and Virginia Cooke, Belfast). 
She impressed with her ideal format and with 
her rhythm and the regularity of her move-
ment. The winner of the foals was Felda by 
For Romance/Sandro Hit (breeder: Shannon 
Brooks, Oxford, NS). Like the other winning 
foals, she is one of the best ten foals to be 
awarded the Albert-Kley-Prize. A reminder of 

another pioneer and lover of Hannoveraner 
breeding in Canada. Felda was singled out 
from the top 10 foals as the best dressage 
foal of the tour.

Long-time breeder Heather Smith (Thelma & 
Louise Sporthorses) from Western Canada 
had produced the equivalent to Felda in 
show jumping. The colt Dmitry by Diaconti-
nus/Arezzo (breeder/breeder: Thelma & Loui-
se Sporthorses, Taber) was rewarded as the 
best jumping foal on the show at the By Pla-
ten Farm in Camrose, Alberta. Heather Smith 
was named Canada’s most successful bree-
der. Out of four foals that were presented at 
the foal show, three received the coveted 
gold medal. Among them was the winner of 
the dressage foals, Freiburg by Fürstenball/
Romanov Blue Hors. The best mare of the 
show was three-year-old Flirtation by Fabre-
gas, who is a son of Florencio/De Niro and 
now lives in the USA. The elite mare Rosalind 
by Rotspon/Ramiro‘s Bube is a broodmare on 
the farm of Helen Page from Headingley in 
Monitoba, who also bred the noble liver 
chestnut mare. Following the show, the Hor-
se Breeders’ Club from Eastern Canada, chai-
red by George von Platen, used the event to 
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Hanno-
veraner Verband. The tour concluded with a 
visit to Dreamcatcher Meadows Farm in Pem-
berton, British Columbia. The hosts and long-
time Hannoveraner breeders Jill Giese and 
John Dingle presented another gold medal-
winning foal, Showtime DMV by Secret/Bal-
lettmeister.        Maren Schlender

Canada: Inspection trip after a two-year break 

Champion foal dressage: Freiburg by Fürstenball/Romanov Blue Hors.

Scozia by Spörcken/Lauries Crusador xx, Inga 
Hamilton, breeder Elaine Parkinson and grand 
daughter Avery. Photos: Privat
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Olympic riders go shopping
At Verden‘s last riding horse auction of the year in November, 55 dressage and show 
jumping horses achieved an average price of 19,755 Euros. Eleven two-and-a-half year 
olds complemented the collection. They found new owners for an average price of 
15,364 Euros. Four Olympic riders secured a future hope.      
By Dr. Katharina Wiegand

Statistics
Riding horses
Offered for sale 55 horses

Number of auctions 55 horses

Total turnover 1,086,500.00 Euros

Average price 19,754.54 Euros

Top price 59,500.00 Euros

Lowest price 8,000.00 Euros

Price range
  8,000 to 10,999 Euros 6 horses

11,000 to 14,999 Euros 16 horses

15,000 to 24,999 Euros 18 horses

25,000 Euros and more 15 horses

Sales by areas
Germany 35

Belgium 1 France 4

Great Britain 2 Italy 1

Romania 1 Switzerland 2

Spain 1 South Africa 1

USA 5 Austria 2

For the last time in 2022, riding horses were 
auctioned off online on November 19th. Com-

pared to the previous year, Verden’s auction in No-
vember offered 14 more riding horses for sale and 
reached a higher turnover, while the average price 
of the riding horses was down by about 2,000 Eu-
ros in comparison to the previous year. The highest 
priced horse was the Secret/Florencio-son Silence 
(breeder/exhibitor: Hans-Jürgen Bredemeier, Grön-
wohld) at a sale price of 59,500 Euros. This four-
year-old bay gelding impressed with his rideability 
and above-average movement in all three gaits. 
The second most expensive horse of the auction 
was another son of Secret: The shiny black moving 
artist San Serai ZK (breeder/exhibitor: Torben zur 
Kammer, Munster), whose dam is by Don Marcello, 
sold to Great Britain for 45,500 Euros. The Bir-
mingham/Glückspilz-son Bauer Schmidt (breeder: 
Hauke Schmidt, Hänigsen; exhibitor: BG Gatke/
Egelhardt, Hänigsen) also sold for more than 
40,000 Euros. For 40,500 Euros, the black-brown 
gelding is going to a regular customer in Southern 

Germany. Bauer Schmidt‘s dam, St.Pr.St. Gotenfee, 
is also the dam of Dissertation FRH, the Don 
Crusador-daughter who is successful at the most 
advanced level with Semmieke Rothenberger. 

San Serai ZK by Secret/Don Marcello opened the Ver-
den auction in November with head number one. He 
was auctioned off to Great Britain for 45,500 Euros.

For 59,500 Euros, price leader 
Silence by Secret/Florencio was sold 
to Schleswig-Holstein.
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The highest priced show jumper was the Colman/
Escudo-son Camelot PJ (breeder/exhibitor: Horse 
Breeding Dr. Jacobs GbR, Bierbergen). As the run-
ner-up in the free-jumping competition in Verden, 
the athletic bay stallion has already been success-
ful in the show ring. His two half-siblings, Special 
One and Qui Rit PJ, are successful on the internati-
onal stage. A renowned trainer held the highest 
bid at 33,000 Euros. The five-year-old Diarado/Sil-
vio-daughter Diadina J (breeder/exhibitor: Dieter 
Jennrich, Seevetal) is staying in Germany for 
30,500 Euros and will go into training with an ex-
perienced rider. She brought to Verden successes in 
jumping horse-classes as well as an above-average 
result in the broodmare test. The Diacontinus/Stol-
zenberg-son Duplo White N (breeder/exhibitor: 
Ulrich Nitsch, Salzhemmendorf) was the third most 
expensive show jumper. For 30,000 Euros, he sold 
to a regular customer who has already prepared 
and successfully competed many auction horses 
from Verden. 

Among the two-year-old stallions, the Bon Coura-
ge/Ehrenpreis-son Bon Prix (breeder: ZG Lenzen, 
Heinsberg; exhibitor: Willy Lenzen, Heinsberg) was 
leading the way in the race for the top price. He 
was auctioned off for 30,500 Euros to a Spanish 
customer who has taken numerous talents from 
Verden’s Niedersachsenhalle to the large dressage 
arenas. The Diamant de Plaisir/Diacontinus-son Di-
amantinus (breeder/exhibitor: Dieter Köneke, Nien-
hagen) sold to Brandenburg for 21,500 Euros. A 
two-year-old Chacfly PS/Stakkato-son (breeder/
exhibitor: Roland and Jonas-Joel Olthoff, Laholm/
Sweden) went to North Rhine-Westphalia for 
21,000 Euros. 

Twenty times, international customers bid success-
fully: Five of these horses will travel to the USA, 
four horses will go to France. Other buyers came 
from Belgium, Great Britain, Italy, Romania, South 
Africa, Austria and Switzerland. 15 horses obtai-
ned prices of 25,000 Euros and more. Four of the 
horses so impressed Olympic riders from the three 
disciplines of dressage, show jumping and even-
ting that they secured two riding horses and two 
stallions. 

The stallion sales for show jumping stallions on 
December 3rd concluded the auction year 2022 in 
Verden. On January 21st, 2023, the next sale is 
scheduled with an auction for riding horses. The 
participating horses will move into their box-stalls 
at the Training and Sales Centre on January 9th. As 
last year, the riding horse auctions will be held on-
line in January, April, July and November. n

The Colman/Escudo son Camelot PJ led the statistics of the show jumpers with a knock down price of 33,000 
Euros. Photos: Beelitz/Gerstenkorn

A regular customer from Spain discovered the talent 
of the Bon Courage/Honour Prize son Bon Prix and 
purchased the stallion for 30,500 Euros.

Statistics
Two- and-half-year old stallions
Offered for sale 11 stallions

Number of auctions 11 stallions

Total turnover 169,000.00 Euros

Average price 15,363.63 Euros

Top price 30,500.00 Euros

Lowest price 8,000.00 Euros

Price range
  8,000 to 10,999 Euros 5 stalliona

11.000 to 24.999 Euros 5 stallions

25.000 Euros and more 1 stallion

Sales by areas
Germany 6

Denmark 2 France 1

Great Britain 1 Spain 1
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“The Hannoveraner is bred as a breed 
that is particularly suitable for equest-

rian sports. Horses are aimed at that are sui-
table as performance and leisure horses due 
to their inner qualities, rideability, appea-
rance, movement, jumping disposition and 
health.“ The Hannoveraner breeding goal al-
ready includes it: health is a crucial part of 
the breeding program. The selection for the 
breeding goal health is mainly done via indi-
rect selection. 

The health traits are indirectly inferred from 
the conformation and performance traits, 
such as in the evaluation of the limbs or the 
correctness of the gait. According to scientific 
studies, the genetic relationships between 
conformation and performance traits and 
health traits are rather moderate, thus only a 
moderate breeding progress in the breeding 
goal health is to be expected. Direct selection 
for health traits takes place mainly in stalli-
ons via licensing. The minimum requirements 
for health status are uniform and concern 
both clinical and radiographic appearance. 
Direct selection of the roaring also takes 
place in mares via the award of the Hannove-
raner Premium. In order to increase direct 
selection for health traits in the mare base as 
well, the Vet+ Health Premium was introdu-
ced. Vet+ health premium for mares is analo-
gous to the minimum health status require-
ments for licensed stallions. The award is 
given to mares that are registered with the 
Hannoveraner Verband in the main studbook 
or studbook and meet the minimum health 
status requirements. For this purpose, an 
owner‘s declaration and a current clinical ex-

•  an OCD finding or an indentation in the 
knee

•  an OCD finding in both hocks
•  an isolated shadowing (chip) in more than 

three joints
•  a medium to high grade spavin finding
•  serious navicular findings
•  cysts near the joints
According to scientific studies, the above-
mentioned radiographic findings have medi-
um heritabilities. There is a small difference 
between the requirements for mares and 
stallions in the case of cysts near the joints. 
While stallions must not have any cysts for 
licensing, this criterion is somewhat relaxed 
for mares, as cysts close to the joints are 
rather risky and thus lead to exclusion. With 
the owner declaration, the mare owner con-
firms that no surgeries have been performed 
with regard to the listed clinical or radiogra-
phic exclusion criteria and that the mare has 
no breeding-relevant defects.

The application for the Vet+ Health Premium 
is done online by the mare owner in the 
course of the owner declaration via the web-
site www.hannoveraner.com. com. At the 
same time, the examination protocols must 
be sent to the Hannoveraner Verband. As 
soon as all required documents are available 
in Verden and the mare meets the set requi-
rements for health status, the award wil be 
given by the Hannoveraner Verband. The 
mare owner receives the confirmation by 
mail, as well as the sticker with which the 
award is noted in the horse passport. In the 
future, the mare will carry the predicate Vet+ 
in her breeding name. n

Health premium 
award: Vet+
In addition to performance and conformation 
characteristics, health is of great importance in the 
breeding of sport horses. Long-term usability in 
breeding and sport stands and falls with health.    
By Antonia Heise

The costs for the Vet+Health Award.

1.  processing fee: 
30 Euro + VAT.

2.  Clinical examination: 
80 Euro + VAT.

And: ONLY if the x-ray examination is not 
yet available:
3.  x-ray examination: individual agree-

ment between veterinarian and mare 
owner.

Further information and the blank exami-
nation protocols: www. hannoveraner.
com under mares/ awards.

amination ( no more than six months old) as 
well as a x-ray examination must be available 
for the mares. The mares must have already 
reached the minimum age of 27 months at 
the time of the examinations. Older x-ray ex-
aminations, which are already available from 
purchase or routine examinations or were 
also made in the context of auctions and co-
ver all exclusion criteria, can be examined 
directly at the Hannoveraner Verband after 
application. If the required examinations are 
not yet available, they can be requested by 
the mare owner from the Hannoveraner con-
tract veterinarians. They will then forward the 
examination protocols to the Hannoveraner 
Verband. Requirement for the external ap-
pearance and condition is that the criteria of 
the clinical examination are without special 
findings. The following findings in the x-ray 
examination will lead to the exclusion of a 
premium award:



Health

DER HANNOVERANER asked Heide Peters, 
breeder and member of the Breeding Com-
mittee for Show Jumping from Hammah, and 
Jan-Dirk Gießelmann, stallion rearer and 
dressage rider and trainer from Barver, about 
Vet+.

DER HANNOVERANER: What do you ex-
pect from the health status of your 
mare? 

Heide Peters: “Since 2008, when our now 
17-year-old Graf Top/For Pleasure-mare was 
three years old, we have x-rayed all of our 
mares that we have put into breeding to rule 
out hereditary defects. For me, these heredi-
tary defects would be an exclusion criterion 
for breeding with this mare. Also with other 
smaller findings one can possibly counteract 
with the choice of stallion. All the more im-
portant for me would be a health database, 
so that I can specifically exclude certain cha-
racteristics for certain mares. Also very impor-
tant are the findings that you can derive from 
the health status for your line when you have 
it available over several generations.“

Jan-Dirk Gießelmann: “Health status is an 
important topic. Since we breed our horses 
with the aim of selling them at some point, 
we are constantly in touch with the subject of 
health. The horses should then also be easy 
to sell on the market. Especially in the past 
few years, customers have become more and 
more sensitive with regard to health. We ex-
amine all our horses towards the end of the 
rearing phase radiologically and clinically. 
Thus, we have a health status available for 
almost every horse, since most of our brood-
mares also come from our stock.“

DER HANNOVERANER: Can Vet+ make 
a lasting contribution to achieving the 
breeding goal of health?   
 
Heide Peters: “Absolutely. But much more im-
portant would be the health database for the 
sires, as they have a stronger influence on the 
population. In any case, a positive aspect of 
Vet+ is that not only X-rays are discussed, 
but other insights can be gained through cli-
nical examination.“

Jan Dirk Gießelmann: “The Vet+ health 
award is in any case a successful initiative, 

also with regard to raising awareness of the 
issue of health in breeding. Especially the 
view over several Vet+ generations on the 
mare side is certainly also a good marketing 
argument. So I see a lot of opportunities in 
that “

DER HANNOVERANER: How should 
Vet+ be developed further?

Heide Peters: “The data obtained should be 
incorporated into a health database.“ 
(Editor‘s note: The health database project 
was launched by the German Equestrian Fe-
deration back in 2013 and has been in deve-
lopment ever since. The challenge here is the 
integration and interpretation of the data in 
terms of quality and quantity).

Jan-Dirk Gießelmann: “First of all, I think it is 
important that the health premium for mares 
does not lead to exclusion from breeding, but 
exists as an award for above-average mares 
in the trait health. For further development, it 
would be important to me to constantly in-
clude scientific findings. So first to determine 
the health traits that are mainly responsible 
for a uselessness in sport and breeding. In 
the next step then the determination of the 
actual heritabilities of these characteristics. 
With this knowledge, the award can be deve-
loped in a meaningful way and also creates 
more information for the breeder. For this, of 
course, the breeders must also have access to 
this information. Then this can be a real deci-
sion-making aid.“

DER HANNOVERANER: What advice do 
you have for breeders?  

Heide Peters: “Every breeder should have this 
information about his mares so that painful 
failures can be avoided after the offspring 
have been reared.“

Jan-Dirk Gießelmann: “I actually see many 
opportunities in this for breeders. When sel-
ling foals out of a Vet+-awarded mare, one 
can always use as a marketing argument that 
the mare meets the certain minimum health 
requirements. With the hereditary traits, the 
probability of a foal that is healthy in that 
trait is, after all, then higher.“n 

Asking Heide Peters and Jan-Dirk Gießelmann

International
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HANNOVERANER
VERBAND

March, 29 
Freejumping competition
Three- and four-year-olds

April, 22 
Verden Auction Online
Sport horses

July, 15 
Verden Auction Online
Sport horses

August 1 to 6 
Verden Championships
Horse Show

August 2 
Herwart von der Decken- 
Show
Mare Show

October, 21 
140th Elite-Auction
Sport horses, foals and 
young stallions

www.hannoveraner.com
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Stallions

 Stallion Directory 2023

(1) State Stud Celle
Besamungsstation Celle

Besamungsstation Celle und EU-Embryotransferstation 
Celle, Jägerstr. 3, 29221 Celle, ph. +5141/929420, 
+5141/929421, fax +5141/929455, +177/5788742 
SM T. Schoolmann, +172/5172800 OSM O. Ahlvers, 
celle@landgestuetcelle.de
Caytens (FS), ’16, grey, by Cornet Obolensky/Stakkato
Edward* (FS), ’05, chestnut, by Embassy/Fabriano
Franco Nero (FS), ’14, bay, by Franziskus/Sorento
Fürstbischof (FS), Old., ‘09, dark bay,  
by Fürst Romancier/Plaisir d‘Amour
Stanley (FS), ’06, chestnut v. Stakkato/Loredo A
Stolzenberg (FS), ’99, dark bay, by Stakkato/Sandro A
Additional stallions not published in the stallion directora 
are to be enquired about: +5141/92940, frozen semen: 
Insemination with frozen semen takes place exclusively 
at the Central Insemination Station of the State Stud. 
Information sheets on insemination and lists of semen 
donor stallions can be requested from the State Stud.

Adelheidsdorf
EU-Besamungsstation Adelheidsdorf, An der HPA 
1, 29352 Adelheidsdorf, ph. +5141/8856184, fax 
+5141/8879957, +171/7180166 OSM A. Habermann, 
+172/5139365 SM E. Erlingsen, +152/29580411 GOW 
A. Apelt, +172/4469576 GHW C. Meinicke (Bereich 
Emmerthal), adelheidsdorf@landgestuetcelle.de 
Balou Star (FS, T), Old., ’05, bay,  
by Balou du Rouet/Quick Star A
Bonhoeffer (FS), ‘19, brown, by Bon Coeur/Carabas 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.
Brixton (FS), Westf., ‘16, chestnut,  
by Borsalino/His Highness
Da Costa (FS), Westf., ’13, dark bay,  
by Dimaggio/Coriander
Diacontinus (FS), ’10, grey, by Diarado/Contendro A

Diamant de Cador (FS), ’18, bay,  
by Diamant de Plaisir/Cador 

Doom Pur (FS), ’19, brown, by Doom SR/Aktion Pur 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.

Emilio Sánchez (FS), ‘12, bay,  
by Estobar NRW/Don Crusador

Eventyr (FS), ‘19, bay, by Escolar/Lauries Crusador xx

Freigeist (FS), ‘18, bay, by Foundation/Competent

Friedrich der Große (FS), ‘17, dark bay, 
by For Romance II/Davignon

Fürst Belissaro (FS), ‘11, dark bay,  
by Fürstenball/Belissimo M

Grey Top (FS), ’07, grey, by Graf Top/Singular Joter A

High Level (FS), OS, ’16, bay, by Heartbreaker/Voltaire

Khedira (FS), ‘15, OS, brown,  
by Kannan/Caretano Z A

Livaldon (FS), ‘10, liver chestnut, by Vivaldi/Donnerhall

Chaka (FS), ‘19, dark bay, by Cavoiro-H/Lordanos 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.

Obano (FS), Holst., ‘19, chestnut,  
by Ogano Sitte/Carbano

Rock Springs (FS), Westf., ‘12, bay,  
by Rock Forever/Fidertanz

Rockdale (FS), ‘17, bay, by Rock Springs/Damsey

Shu Fu (FS), ‘17, chestnut, by Sezuan/Fürst Heinrich

Trussardi (FS), Westf., ‘19, dark bay,  
by Top Gear/Don Schufro

Valensky (FS), ’16, bay,  
by Valentino/Cornet Obolensky A

Venido (FS), Old., ‘18, Df., by Veneziano/Sir Donnerhall

Vidar (FS), ‘14, chestnut, by Viscount/Edward

Viscount (FS), ’09, dark bay, by Valentino/Acorado

Von und Zu (FS), ’17, chestnut, by Vitalis/Floriscount

Zakaria (FS), ‘18, bay, by Zoom/Fürst Nymphenburg

Grethem
An der alten Leine 1a, 29690 Grethem, ph. +5164/ 
8206, +5164/8346, fax +5164/800732, 
+171/8352169 GHW H. Feldhus,  
grethem@landgestuetcelle.de 

Königslutter
Rieseberger Weg 23, 38154 Königslutter, ph. +5353/ 
913221, fax +5353/9109691, +172/8052500  
OSM U. Seegers, koenigslutter@landgestuetcelle.de

Nörten-Hardenberg
Gut Hardenberg, 37176 Nörten-Hardenberg, ph. 
+5503/915828, fax +5503/915829, +172/5475855, 
GOW black Maaß, hardenberg@landgestuetcelle.de

Roydorf
Hof Benecke, In‘n Dörp 3, 21423 Roydorf/Winsen, 
ph. +4171/71905, fax +4171/607594, 
+176/62355527 HSM O. Köhler, +179/7857056 SM E. 
Sicke, roydorf@landgestuetcelle.de

Splietau
Hof Benecke, In‘n Dörp 3, 21423 Roydorf/Winsen, 
Dannenberger Str. 6, 29451 Dannenberg/OT Splietau, 
ph. +5861/2225, fax +5861/979125,  
splietau@landgestuetcelle.de 

Wittingen
Lüben 4, 29378 Wittingen, ph. +5831/1590, 
+5831/25350, fax +5831/992086, +173/8883993 
GHW Hiestermann, wittingen@landgestuetcelle.de 

Verden
Lindhooper Str. 81 a, 27283 Verden,  
ph. +4231/935341, fax +4231/935407, 
+172/5412322 SM U. Koch, +176/99149090

Süstedt/Jardinghausen
Kastanienallee 10, 28857 Syke/Jardinghausen,  
ph. +4248/9039680 oder 04248/9039681,  

The following stallions have been registered with the Hannoveraner Verband for the breeding season 2023 up to the date of publishing of this 
issue of DER HANNOVERANER. After the successful completion of the predisposition test or sport test, there will be additions in the coming 
issues. Behind the stallion names is the indication of the method of use (FS = fresh semen transfer, T = frozen semen, N = natural covering).

Hannoveraner Jumper Breeding Programme  
Stallions of the Hannoveraner Jumper Breeding Programme are marked with A.

WFFS-Status 
According to the extended board decision of November 28, 2018, only stallions that have been tested for WFFS will be published in the stal-
lion directory. Stallions with a predisposition are marked with a * behind the name.

Predispostion test and sport test 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made after the stallion has passed the performance test according to his age. The stallions 
under which the above sentence stands have not yet provided the proof of performance required for registration in stallion book I for the 2023 
breeding season. If this has not been done by the time a foal born in 2024 is registered, the stallion will be entered in stallion book II for the 
current breeding season. The foal then receives a pedigree II. In sporting terms, these foals can be fully registered with national equestrian 
federations later, but a colt would not be eligible for licensing and a filly could not be registered in the main studbook.
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HengsteStallions

fax +4248/9039682, +171/2616352 OSM K. Berger, 
+171/7526862 SM C. Sachtleben,  
suestedt@landgestuetcelle.de

Landesbergen
Hahnenberg 7, 31628 Landesbergen, ph. 
+5761/9086880 oder 0172/5422267, 1. HSM Joachim 
Winter, landesbergen@landgestuetcelle.de

Hepstedt
Brunshoopweg 1, 27412 Hepsted., ph. +4283/1516, 
fax +4283/955275, +172/7850885, GHW S. Meyer, 
hepstedt@landgestuetcelle.de

Dorum
Themelner Weg 2, 27632 Dorum, ph. +4742/2100,  
fax +4742/254887, +172/2761302 HSM H. Steinhoff 
dorum@landgestuetcelle.de

Bargstedt
Landstr. 17, 21698 Bargstedt, ph. +4164/2153, 
+4164/800115, fax +4164/800116, +172/5472544 
GHW D. Müller, bargstedt@landgestuetcelle.de

Dobrock
Hasenbeckallee 33, 21789 Wingst, ph. 
+4778/8009618, +4778/8009619, fax 
+4778/8009622, +171/3320948 GOW J. Heberling, 
oberndorf@landgestuetcelle.de

Großenwörden
21712 Großenwörden, ph. +4775/8176,  
fax +4775/898353, +172/3834065 GOW M. Grund, 
großenwoerden@landgestuetcelle.de

Ihlienworth
Osterstr. 17, 21775 Ihlienworth, ph. +4755/550,  
fax +4755/333097, +172/5472543 GHW I. Beiser, 
ihlienworth@landgestuetcelle.de

Landesbrück
Landesbrück Nr. 38, 21734 Oederquart, ph. +4779/492, 
fax +4779/925251, +171/7430486 1. HSM chestnut 
Müller, landesbrueck@landgestuetcelle.de

Ankum
Gestüt Schmidt-Ankum, Am Mersch 6, 49577 Ankum, 
ph. +5462/1508, +5462/742913, fax +5462/742914, 
+173/2414335 GHW M. Müller (Ber. Natbergen), 
ankum@landgestuetcelle.de 
Cascamiro (FS), OS, ’19, bay, by Cascadello/Quilot  
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.
Cha-Cha-H (FS), OS, ’19, bay,  
by Chacco-Blue/Fetiche Du Pas 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.
Diathletico (FS), ’16, black, by Diacontinus/Escudo A
Grey Butt (FS), ’16, grey,  
by Grey Top/Sunset Boulevard xx A

Nairobi de Muze (FS), BWP, grey, ‘13  
by Elvis ter Putte/Vigo D‘Arsouilles
Perigueux (FS), ’02, chestnut, by Perpignon/Stakkato A
Qualito II (FS), ’19, chestnut, by Quaid/Salito
Viscerado (FS), ’13, chestnut, by Viscount/Raphael A 

Filsum
Hiltrud Meyer-Mäcken, Hoogeland 11, 26849 Filsum, 
Tel.: 04957/225, fax +4957/990218, +170/3204940, 
filsum@landgestuetcelle.de 

Figari (N), ‘07, dark bay, by For Edition/Drosselklang A

Neuseriem
Norbert Glanzer, Jüchertor 57, 26427 Neuseriem/Esens, 
ph. +4971/4518, fax +4971/9249638, +172/9545803, 
n.glanzer@gmx.de

Bawinkel
Haselünner Str. 52, 49844 Bawinkel, ph. +5963/484, 
+5963/265, fax +5963/981577, +174/1642180  
GOW O. Ostermeier, bawinkel@landgestuetcelle.de 

Nordhorn
Veldhauser Str. 391, 48527 Nordhorn, ph. 
+5921/729642, fax +5921/7138980, +173/2110508 
GHW J. Bogun, nordhorn@landgestuetcelle.de

Aurich
Schoolpad 47, 26605 Aurich/Popens, ph. +4941/67599, 
fax +4941/6040849, +171/5370208 OSM J. Ilper,  
aurich@landgestuetcelle.de 

Bangstede
Gertrut Donken, Loogstr. 243, 26632 Ihlow/Bangstede, 
ph. +4928/228, bangstede@landgestuetcelle.de 

Uphusen
Muteus Smidt, Uphusener Str. 197, 26725 Emden/
Uphusen, ph. +4921/21565, +4921/31200,  
uphusen@landgestuetcelle.de

B)  Other German State Studs
2 Landgestüt Marbach

EU-Besamungs- und Embryotranferstation Offenhau-
sen, 72532 Gomadingen, ph. +7385-968420 (fax 
9684220), Sabine Spaag,  
besamung-offenhausen@hul.bwl.de

Bouwinghausen (FS), ’19, by Bonds/Weltmeyer
Demetrius (FS), ’08, liver chestnut 
by Don Schufro/Londonderry
Doctor Blue (FS), Westf., ’16, grey,  
by Durango VDL/Veron A
Propriano de L’Ebat (FS), SF, ’03, chestnut,  
by Clown du Chesnay/Mistigri xx
Uno I (FS), Holst., ’15, dark bay, by Uriko/Colman A
Vermeer (FS), ’17, bay, by Vitalis/Fürstenball
Waugh xx (FS), ’16, bay, by Rip Van Winkle xx/Monsun xx
WM Devdas ox (FS), ’16, grey, by Dschehim ox/Insh Allah ox

3 Landgestüt Moritzburg
Sächsische Gestütsverwaltung, Schloßallee 1,  
ph. +35207-890101 (fax 890102)

Decurio (FS, T),‘ 08, black, by Desperados/Rotspon
Fair Deal (FS), Old., ’18, brown, by Franklin/Fürstenball
Innenminister xx (FS),’15, bay,  
Masterstroke xx/Lando xx
Viva Vitalis (FS), Old.,’19, chestnut,  
by Vitalis/Fürst Romancier

4 Landgestüt Warendorf
Zentralbesamungsstation und Deckstelle Warendorf, 
Sassenberger Str. 11, 48231 Warendorf,  
ph. +2581-636927, +172-2906158,  
hengststation-waf@landgestuet.nrw.de 
By your Side (FS),’15, Df., Benicio/Dancier
Capistrano (FS, T), Westf., ’06, grey,  
by Cornet Obolensky/Pilot
Diamantenglanz (FS), Old.,’19, black,  
by Diamond First/ Bon Coeur 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.
Diathago (FS, T), KWPN,’11, chestnut,  
by Diamant de Semilly/Carthago
Diro (FS),’17, dark bay, by Diamant de Semilly/Sandro
Zoom (FS), ’14, bay, by Zack/Don Schufro

Privately owned stallion
5 Baum, Holger

Fohlenhof, Zollhof 4, 65719 Hofheim, fohlenhof@email.de

Stolypso (FS), ’15, dark bay, by Stolzenberg/Escudo I
Forsyth FRH* (FS), ’95, bay, For Pleasure/Dorian A

6 Brähler, Heinrich Damian
Hessenstr. 1, 36358 Herbstein, ph. +170-8159909, 
heinrichbraehler@freenet.de

Brenton (FS), ’20, liver chestnut, by Bonds/Dancier 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.
Damian VBL (FS), ’19, bay, by Da Costa/Sandro Hit

7 Bramlage, Norbert
Bünner Ringstr. 52, 49413 Dinklage, ph. +4443-1295

Argento Conte (FS),’19, dark bay,  
by Argento Vivo/Contendro
Argento Vivo* (T), ’14, bay, by Armitage/Vulkano A
Goldfever II* (FS, T), ’04, dark bay, by Grosso Z/Galvano

8 Carstensen, Jürgen
Beckdeichweg 3, 25899 Bosbüll, ph. +4661-9349484 
(fax 9349627), beckdeichweg@web.de

Robespierre (N), ‘99, chestnut, by Rosentau/Warkant

9 Deckstation Böckmann Pferde
49688 Lastrup-Hamstrup, ph. +4472-688560  
(fax 6885618), info@hengststation-boeckmann.de  
Checkter (T), OS, ’13, grey v. Cellestial/Lord Pezi A
Fidertanz (FS,T), Rhld., ’02, dark bay, by Fidermark/Ravallo
Fire and Ice J (FS,T), Westf., ’10, by For Cornet/Coronino A
Ogano Sitte (FS,T), BWP, ‘98, chestnut, by Darco/Avontuur A

10 Deckstation Georgi
Bergstraße 12, +8107 Kirchberg, ph. +152-33782778

Daghestani (T), ’15, grey, by Diacontinus/Levistan

11 Deckstation Maas J. Hell
Horster Landstr. 42, 25365 Klein Offenseth-Spar-
rieshoop, ph. +4126-38272, info@stallhell.de

Acodetto (FS,T), Holst., ’01, bay, by Acorado/Contender A
Calido (FS,T), Holst., ’91, grey, by Cantus/Coriander A
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Canstakko (FS,T), ’05, bay, by Canturo/Stakkato A
Central Park (FS,T), Holst., ’13, black, by Casall/Contender A
Colcannon (FS, T), Holst.,’16, brown,  
by Cornet Obolensky/Contender
Fantasio (FS), Westf.,‘ 04, bay, by FAN Holland/Argentinus

Quiwi Capitol (FS,T), Holst., ’14, grey,  
by Quiwi Dream/Cero

Stakkadetto (FS), Holst., ’18, dark bay,  
by Stakkato Gold/Acodetto I 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.

12 Dressurpferde-Leistungszentrum
Zum Jägereck 2, 49624 Löningen/Lodbergen,  
ph. +5432-5959460 (fax 904456),  
info@dressurleistungszentrum.de

Bellany (FS, T), Old., ’17, Df., by Bon Coeur/De Niro
Dante Weltino (T), Old., ’07, black, by Danone/Welt Hit II
Forte per me (FS), Westf., ’19, liver chestnut,  
by For Romance/De Niro 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.
For Romance (FS, T), Oldb., ’09, dark bay,  
by Fürst Romancier/ Sir Donnerhall
Juwel (FS), Old,’19, chestnut,  
by Janeiro Platinum/Sir Donnerhall 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.
La Vie (FS,T), ’15, liver chestnut, by Livaldon/Scolari

13 EU-Samendepot Struck
Siemener Str. 3, 29476 Gusborn, ph. +172-4299001 
pferdestruck@freenet.de

Asti’s Amsterdam (T), ’01, bay,  
by As di Villagana/Calypso II A

14 Fromberger Zucht- & Sportpferde
Gut Osterrade, 24796 Bovenau, ph. +4334-1333,  
info@fromberger-hengste.de

Duplexx (FS), Holst., ’16, brown, by Diarado/Heraldik xx

15 Gestüt Bonhomme
Fuchsberg 1a, 14542 Werder,  
ph. +3327-570591 (fax 570592),  
info@gestuet-bonhomme.de 

Cadeau Noir (FS, T),’10, black, by Christ/De Niro
Cashmere (FS, T), Westf., ’15, bay, by Cristallo/Contender
Coeur de Bella Donna (FS, T), OS, ’18, brown,  
by Cornet Obolensky/Baldini II
Cordess (FS, T), KWPN,‘ 06, grey,  
by Clinton/Heartbreaker A
DeLorean (FS, T) ’11, black, by Dancier/Weltmeyer
Democracy (FS, T), ’18, bay, by F-D’avie/Desperados
Fiancé (FS, T), KWPN, ’18, dark bay, by Foundation/Wynton
Fidelity (FS, T), Old.,’16, dark bay, by Fiderdance/Sandro Hit
Maracaná (FS,T) Westf., ’15, black,  
by Millennium/Lord Loxley
Maxim (FS, T) KWPN,’17, bay, by Toto Jr./Johnson
Morricone I (FS, T), Old., ’12, black,  
by Millennium/Rubin-Royal
Nikan‘s Diamond (FS, T), KWPN,’18, liver chestnut,  
by Kannan/C-Indoctro 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.

Sixpack (FS, T),’15, dark bay, by Schenkenberg/Calido

Zinedream (FS, T), Westf., ’14, bay,  
by Zinedine/Contender

16 Gestüt Fohlenhof
An der Fohlenweide 16-22, 67454 Haßloch,  
ph. +176-55066541

Damarco (FS,T),’04, bay, by Darco/Raphael A

Valego (FS),’16, chestnut, by Vivaldi/Sir Donnerhall

17 Gestüt Gut Wettlkam
Wettlkam 39, 83624 Otterfing,  
info@gut-wettlkam.com, +8781-2734 (order of semen: 
Wadenspanner, info@zuchthof-wadenspanner.de)

Bowmore (FS),Old,’18, F, by Bordeaux/Fürst Piccolo

F-D’avie (FS,T), ‘12, F, by Don Juan de Hus/Londonderry

18 Gestüt Letter Berg
Letter Berg 22, 48653 Coesfeld-Lette, ph. +2546-1715 
(fax 760201) info@gestuet.de 

Isterberg V (FS), ’15, dark bay, by Instertanz V/Belissimo M

Spökenkieker (FS), ’14, brown v. Spörcken/Rotspon

19 Gestüt Lichtenmoor
Lichtenmoor 15, 31622 Heemsen, ph. +5024-971444 
(8875770), info@gestuet-lichtenmoor.de 

Balou forever (FS), ’14, chestnut,  
by Balou du Rouet/Now or Never M

Benvenuto (FS), ’03, chestnut, by Breitling W/Weltmeyer

Gentleman (FS,T), ’12 bay, by Grey Top/Fabriano

Lamberk’s Lord Landcrack (FS), ‘11, bay,  
by Lamberk/Stakkato  

20 Gestüt Rödgen
Rödgen 2, +6343 Mansfeld, +177-8877373, 
a.koch007@gmx.net 

Royal Classic II* (N), ’11, black,  
by Royal Highness/Florestan

21 Gestüt Sprehe
Neuekamp 1, 49624 Löningen, ph. +5432-803880  
(fax 803888), pferde@sprehe.de 

Baggio (FS, T), Holst., ’16, bay, by Brantzau/Casall

Bon Amour (FS, T),’20, dark bay,  
by Bon Courage/Fürst Romancier 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.

Bon Joker (FS, T), Old.,’17, black, by Bon Coeur/Fürstenball

Canoso (FS, T), Holst., ‘05, bay,  
by Catoki/Sir Shostakovich xx A

Christ (FS, T), ’05, brown, by Competent/Picard

Condoctro (FS, T), KWPN, ’16, grey,  
by Cornet Obolensky/C-Indoctro

Diamond First (FS, T) Old., ’15, dark bay,  
by Diamond Hit/Fürst Heinrich

Dimaggio Black (FS, T), Old., ’16, black,  
by Bon Coeur/Dimaggio

Erdinger (FS, T), Westf., ’14, bay, by Escolar/Contender

For Planet (FS, T), Westf.,’17, grey,  
by For Pleasure/Cornet Obolensky

Fürst Wilhelm (FS, T), Old., ’06, black,  
by Fürst Wilhelm/Sandro Hit

Hickstead White (FS, T), OS., ’12, grey,  
by Hickstead/Coupe de Coeur
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The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age
Brantzau (FS, T), SF, ‘11, chestnut,  
by Baloubet du Rouet/Carthago A
Chinchero (FS, T), Holst,’17, bay, by Chopin/Clarimo
Colman (T), Holst.,’96, grey, by Carthago/Lord A

Cornet’s Quaprice (FS, T), Z.Rpf., ’16, grey,  
by Cornet Obolensky/Quaprice
Diamant van Klapscheut Z (FS, T), Z.Rpf., ’16, black,  
by Diamant de Semilly/Cicero Z
Esmeraldo (FS, T), Holst.,’19, bay,  
by Emerald van het Ruytershof/Caretino 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age
Glasgow van’t Merelsnest (FS), BWP, ’06, bay,  
by Nabab de Reve/Darco A
Jasper (FS), BWP, ’09, bay, by Heartbreaker/Darco A
Vatson Sitte (FS, T), SBS,’05, brown,  
by Cardento/Chellano Z A
Zinelord VDL (FS,T),‘ 18, bay, by Zinedream/Lordanos 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age
Zirocco Blue (FS), SF, ’04, grey, by Mr. Blue/Voltaire A

36 Hengststation Knut Weber
Erlenwiesenhof, 64832 Babenhausen,  
ph. +160-93827711, mail@erlenwiesenhof.de

Caracas (FS), ‘09, bay, by Charilan/Cranach 
Go for Gold (FS), ’13, bay, by Grey Top/Canstakko
Perfect One (FS), ’16, dark bay, by Perpignon/Count Grannus

37 Hof Fehmbusch
Andrea Engeler-Bading, Fehmbusch 25, 21376  
Eyendorf, ph. +4172-986653,fehmbusch@t-online.de

San Remo (T), Old., ’01, black, by Sandro Hit/Donnerhall

38 Lösche, Horst
Gadegast 83, +6895 Zahna-Elster, ph. +172-9856122

Zinero (N), ’18, bay, Zinedream/Comte

39 Löw, Stefanie
Niederstrich 26, 21756 Osten, ph. +4772-860335, 
dietrichshof@icloud.com

Romero Rubin (FS),’03, dark bay, by Rubin-Royal/Ivernel

40 Pape, Ingo
Stader Str. 108, 21745 Hemmoor-Basbeck, ph. +4771-
2384 (fax 2465), ingo.pape@t-online.de

Despacito (FS,T), ’15, black, by Don Nobless/Sandro Hit
Don Nobless (FS,T), ’07, black, by Dancier/Don Davidoff
Endorphin (FS),’19, dark bay, by Escolar/Don Nobless
Fusionist (FS), ’16, bay, by Franklin/Ehrentanz
Macchiato (FS), Westf., ’17, dark bay,  
by Morricone/Just Perfect
Scolari (FS), ’04, bay, by Sandro Hit/De Niro
V-Plus (FS,T), Old., ’14, black, by Vivaldi/Fürst Romancier

41 Poll, Hubertus
Höremer Weg 7, 29690 Gilten, ph. +5164-8397 
(fax 8596), info@hoerem.de

Eichengold (FS, T), Trak., ’19, dark bay,  
by Schwarzgold/Gribaldi
Ivanhoe (FS,T), Trak., ’12, black, by Millennium/Hohenstein

Schwarzgold (FS, T), Trak., ’09, black, by Imperio/Consul

Stallions

28 Hengsthaltung Determann
Holtruper Str. 36, 49377 Vechta, ph. +4447-8566895 
(fax 8439), m.determann@t-online.de 

Exupéry (FS), Old.,’19, bay, by Escamillo/Donnerschwee

Floriscount (FS,T), Old., ’05, chestnut, by Florencio/Donnerhall

Infantino (FS, T), Old., ‘18 dark bay,  
by Asgard‘s Ibiza/Sandro Hit 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.

Tomahawk (FS, T), SWB, ’09, dark bay,  
by Temptation/Sandro Hit

29 Hengststation Gut Neuenhof
Gut Neuenhof, 52385 Nideggen, Tel: 02427-4560400 
(fax: 4560409), hengststation@gestuet-neuenhof.de

Escolar (FS), Westf., ’09, bay, by Estobar NRW/Fürst Piccolo

Estobar NRW (FS), Westf., ‘04, bay,  
by Ehrentusch/Ferragamo

Goldberg (FS), KWPN, ‘11, brown,  
by Amazing Star/San Remo

Vainqueur (FS), ’13, chestnut v. Vivaldi/Rubioso N

30 Hengststation Hoffrogge
Hardt, Beslener Straße 70, 46282 Dorsten,  
ph. +173-7953412, info@hengststation-hoffrogge.de 

Asagao xx (FS, T), ’09, chestnut, by Tertullian xx/Tagel xx A

Bonds (FS,T), Old., ’13, liver chestnut,  
by Benicio/Sir Donnerhall

Kros (FS,T), Trak., ’13, dark bay, by Ajbek/Sword xx

31 Hengststation Holkenbrink 
Oberort 20, 48163 Münster, ph. +2536-1098  
(fax 8660), info@hengststation-holkenbrink.de

Fashion in Black NRW (FS), Westf., ’15, brown,  
by For Romance/Lauries Crusador xx 

Franziskus (FS), ’08, dark bay, by Fidertanz/Alabaster

Franz Joseph Junior (FS), Westf., ’16,  
by Franziskus/Rock Forever

32 Hengststation Dr. Martine Korte
Otten Damm 62, 49525 Lengerich, Tel.: 05484-577 

Ballettmeister (FS), ‘03, dark bay, by Brentano II/Weltmeyer

33 Hengststation Meyerhof
Friederike Peters, Eichenstr. 5, 31174 Ahstedt, Tel.: 
0172-5124507, info@hengststation-meyerhof.de

St. Athletique (FS, T),’18, brown, by St. Schufro/Hofrat 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.

34 Hengststation Schult
Bergschlagweg 45, 46569 Hünxe, ph. +2064-30369 
(fax 397947), info@hengststation-schult.de

Classico’s Champion (FS), Westf.,’19, dark bay,  
by Classico TN/ Diamant de Semilly

Escaneno (FS, TG),’19, bay, by Escamillo/Veneno 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age

35 Hengststation Sven Völz
Edendorfer Str. 29, 29553 Bienenbüttel,  
ph. +5823-955520, +173-9461518

Babylon Berlin (FS,T), Holst.,’18, bay,  
by Brantzau/Nabab de Reve 

Latinum (FS, T),’20, black, by Le Formidable/Destano 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.

Millennium (FS, T), Trak., ’08, black, by Easy Game/Ravel

Sir Gribaldi (FS, T),’20, dark bay, by Secret/All Inclusive 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age.

Stakkato Gold (FS, T), ’01, brown, by Stakkato/Werther A

22 Gestüt W.M.
Buchholz 5a, 27374 Visselhövede, ph. +4262-9188700 
(fax 9188701), +176-89024053, info@gestuet-wm.eu

Secret (T), DSP, ’14, brown, by Sezuan/St. Moritz

23 Gut Schönweide
Adrian Gasser, Gut Schönweide 1, 24329 Grebin,  
ph. +4383-5189193, gasser@schoenweide.de

D’Asti (FS), ‘19, bay, by Da Costa/Lauries Crusador xx

Follow Him’s Schönweide (FS,T), Old., ’15, dark bay,  
by Follow Me/Sir Donnerhall

Fürst Fabrice (FS,T), Old., ’14, bay,  
by Fürstenball/Sandro Hit

Raven (FS, T),’17, dark bay, Revolution/Christ

Sky (FS,T), ’18, liver chestnut, by Sezuan/Sir Donnerhall

24 Hengststation Ahlers
Wulfsweg 1, 26209 Hatten, ph. +4481-8142  
(fax 7590), info@hengststation-ahlers.de

Best of Gold (FS), Old., ’09, liver chestnut,  
by Belissimo M/Diamond Hit

Bon Vivaldi (FS, T), Westf., ’16, bay, by Benicio/Vivaldi

25 Hengststation Ahlmann
Dirk Ahlmann, Vierthstr. 82, 25593 Rehr, ph. +4876-
900278, (fax 900279), info@stall-ahlmann.de 

Baloucan (FS,T), Holst., ’13, chestnut,  
by Baloubet du Rouet/Cancara A

Cascadello I (FS, T), Holst., ’09, bay, by Casall/Clearway A

Charleston (FS, T), Holst, ’13, grey,  
by Cascadello I/Cantus A

Madness (FS, T), KWPN, ’17, chestnut,  
by Kannan/Emerald van het Ruytershof

26 Hengststation Beckmann
Aabauerschaft 15, 48493 Wettringen, ph. +2557-
928255, (fax 928275), info@hengste-beckmann.de

Airplane (FS), Z.Rpf, ’19, grey,  
by Aganix du Seigneur Z/Centurio

Be my Dancer (FS), Westf., ’19, liver chestnut, by Benicio/Vivaldi

Benicio (FS), ’05, liver chestnut, by Belissimo M/Velten Third

Fürst Samarant (FS), ’15, bay,  
by For Romance I/Fürst Nymphenburg

Taurus (FS), KWPN, ’17, dark bay, by Toto jr./Apache

Vision (FS), Old,’19, dark bay, by Vitalis/Sandro Hit

27 Hengststation Brodhecker
Burghof, 64560 Riedstadt, ph. +6158-3841  
(fax 916480), volker@brodhecker-burghof.de

Chilano Blue* (FS), ’14, bay, by Chacco’s Son/Carenzo A

Cornet‘s Cero (FS), Westf.,’16, grey,  
by Cornet Obolensky/Cero

De Sandro (FS, T), DSP, ’13, bay, by Decurio/Samba Hit

Flashback (FS, T), CH.Wb, ’13,  
dark bay, by Franziskus/Sir Donnerhall
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42 Quast, Claus
Hasselwerder Str. 66, 21129 Hamburg,  
ph. +170-8280971, sportpferde-c-quast@web.de

Bosse CQ (N), Old., ’18, liver chestnut,  
by Bonds/Don Frederico
Checkpoint Colour (N), DSP, ’17, B.  
by Cascadello/For Fashion

43 Reitstall Herbert Kruse
Fahrenkrön 56, 22179 Hamburg, +172-4036550, 
kruse@reitstallkruse.de

Don Libre K (N), ’17, black, by Don K/Likoto xx

44 Riesenbeck International
Surenburg 20, 48477 Riesenbeck, ph. +5454-99654 
(fax 99655), hengste@ludger-beerbaum.de

Aberdeen Z (FS, T), Z.Rpf., ’18, bay,  
by Aganix du Seigneur/Canturo 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age
Alibaba (FS,T),’20, liver chestnut,  
by Aganix du Seigneur Z/Acorado 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age

Chubakko (FS, T), Holst., ’13, brown by Connor/Colman A
Comme le pére (FS, T), Rhld., ’14, bay,  
by Comme il fault/Contender A
Coros (FS, T), West.,’15, bay,  
by Cornet Obolensky/Arpeggio A
Monte Bellini (FS,T), West.,’02, bay,  
by Montender/Ramiro A
Mumbai van de Moerhoeve (FS, T), BWP, ’12, grey,  
by Diamant de Semilly/Nabab de Reve A
Zinedine (FS, T), KWPN ’04, chestnut,  
by Guidam/Heartbreaker A

45 Schockemöhle, Paul
Pferdehaltungs GmbH, Münsterlandstr. 51,  
49439 Mühlen, ph. +5492-960100 (fax 960111)

Balou du Rouet* (FS, T), Old., ’99, bay,  
by Baloubet du Rouet/Continue A
Baloutaire PS (FS, T), OS, ’11, dark bay,  
by Balou de Rouet/Chacco-Blue  A
Casallco (FS,T), Holst., ’11, bay, by Casall/Contender A
Chaccothage Blue PS (FS, T), OS , ’17, bay,  
by Chacco-Blue/Conthargos A
Chacfly PS (FS, T), ’12, chestnut,  
by Chacco-Blue/Sir Shutterfly A

Chacoon Blue (FS, T) Meckl., ’09; grey,  
by Chacco Blue/Cartoon A
Conthalou (FS, T), OS, ’17, bay,  
by Conthargos/Balou du Rouet
Conthargos (FS, T), OS, ’04, dark bay,  
by Converter/Carthago A
Debutant PS (FS), Old., ’18, bay, by Deparon/Zonik
Diablue PS (FS, T), OS, ’17, chestnut, by Diaron/Stakkato
Diarado (FS, T), Holst., ’05, black,  
by Diamant De Semilly/Corado A
Diaron (FS, T), Old., ’12, grey, by Diarado/Come On A
Don Romance (FS, T), Old., ’16, dark bay,  
by Dante Weltino/Sir Donnerhall
Donier, (FS, T), ’15, black, by De Niro/Totilas
Escanto PS (FS), Old., ’19, dark bay, by Escamillo/Fürstenball
Foundation (FS,T), ‘08, bay, by Fidertanz/De Vito
Fürst Romancier (FS, T), Old., ’04, brown,  
by Fürst Heinrich/Romancier
Fürst Toto* (FS, T), ‘15, dark bay, by Fürstenball/Totilas

Fürst Zonik PS (FS, T), Old., ’17, brown,  
by Fürstenball/Zonik

Fürstenball (FS, T), Old., ’06, brown,  
by Fürst Heinrich/Donnerhall

Aberdeen Z 44
Acodetto A 11
Acomet A 46
Airplane 26
Alibaba 44
Argento Conte 7
Argento Vivo A 7
Asagao xx A 30
Asti‘s Amsterdam A 13
Babylon Berlin 35
Baggio 21
Ballettmeister 32
Balou du Rouet A 45
Balou forever 19
Balou Star A 1
Baloucan A 25
Baloutaire PS A 45
Be my Dancer 26
Bellany 12
Benetton Dream  61
Benicio 26
Benvenuto 19
Best of Gold 24
Bon Amour 21
Bon Coeur 61
Bon Joker 21
Bon Vivaldi 24
Bonds 30
Bonhoeffer 1
Bordeaux 56
Borsalino 51
Bosse CQ 42

Bouwinghausen 2
Bowmore 17
Brantzau A 35
Brenton 6
Brixton 1
By your Side 4
Cacadello A 25
Cadeau Noir 15
Cador A 48
Calido A 11
Canoso A 21
Canstakko A 11
Capistrano 4
Caracas  36
Casallco A 45
Cascamiro 1
Cashmere 15
Casino Berlin A 48
Casino Grande A 48
Casiro A 48
Caytens 1
Central Park A 11
Chacco‘s Son A 50
Chacco‘s Son II A 50
Chaccothago Blue PS A 45
Chacfly PS A 45
Cha-Cha-H 1
Chacoon Blue A 45
Chaka 1
Charleston A 25
Checkpoint Colour 42
Checkter A 9

Chilano Blue A 27
Chincero 35
Christ 21
Chubakko A 44
Classico‘s Champion 34
Coeur de Bella Donna 15
Colcannon 11
Colman A 35
Comme le pére A 44
Comme Prévu A 48
Condoctro 21
Contendro II A 46
Conthalou 45
Conthargos A 45
Cordess A 15
Cornet‘s Carpaccio RT 50
Cornet‘s Cero 27
Cornet‘s Quaprice 35
Coros A 44
Da Costa 1
Daddy Cool 62
Daghestani 10
Damarco A 16
Damaschino 51
Damian VBL 6
Danone 51
Dante Weltino 12
D‘Asti 23
Dauphin 54
De Niro 51
De Sandro 27
Debutant PS 45

Decurio 3
DeLorean 15
Demetrius 2
Democracy 15
Denton RMD 59
Despacito 40
Dia Corrado 50
Diablue PS 45
Diacontinus A 1
Diamant de Cador 1
Diamant de Plaisir II A 48
Diamant van Klapscheut Z 35
Diamantenglanz 4
Diamond First 21
Diarado A 45
Diaron A 45
Diathago 4
Diathletico A 1
Dimaggio Black 21
Diro 4
Doctor Blue A 2
Don Libre K 43
Don Nobless 40
Don Romance 45
Donier 45
Donthragos 58
Doom Pur 1
Dream Boy 55
Dressage Royal 49
Duplexx 14
Easy Game 56
Edward 1

Eichengold 41
Emilio Sánchez 1
Emperor 51
Endorphin 40
Energy 55
Erbe 63
Erdinger 21
Escamour 53
Escaneno 34
Escaneno 51
Escanto PS 45
Escolar 29
Esmeraldo 35
Estobar NRW 29
Eventyr 1
Exupéry 28
Fair Deal 3
Fantasio 11
Fashion in Black NRW 31
F-D‘avie 17
Federer 48
Feinsten 53
Feliciano 52
Ferdeaux 56
Fiancé 15
Fidelity 15
Fidertanz 9
Filou 57
Finishing Touch Wareslage A 48
Fire and Ice J A 9
Flashback 27
Floricello 52

State Stud stallions and privately owned stallions (in alphabetical order)
The numbers behind the stallion names indicate the number of the station where the stallion is stationed. The stallions that have been registered with the 
Hannoveraner Jumper Breeding Program are marked with A.
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47 Söderhof
Dr. Frank Lehnhardt, Hünzingen, 29664 Walsrode,  
ph. +5161-49036 (fax 47897), info@soederhof.de

Rock of Romance xx (FS), ’10, brown,  
by Rock of Gribaltar xx/Indian Ridge xx

48 Sosath, Gerd
Depenflether Str. 5, 27809 Lemwerder, T 
el. 0421-675863 (fax 678864), post@sosath.com 

Cador (FS, T), Old., ’05, bay, by Catoki/Landor S A

Casino Berlin* (FS, T), Old., ’08, grey, 
by Caspar/Landor S A

Casino Grande* (FS, T), Old., ’10, bay,  
by Casino Berlin/Contact Me A

Casiro* (FS, T), Holst., ’02, bay, Cassini I/Landgraf A

Comme Prévu (FS,T), ’13, brown,  
by Comme il faut/Quinta Real A

Diamant de Plaisir II (FS, T), ’17, bay,  
by Diamant de Semilly/For Pleasure  A

Federer (FS, T), ’18, dark bay, by Farrell/Livaldon

Finishing Touch Wareslage (FS,T), KWPN, ’05, dark 
bay, by Quival/Toulon A

For Dance (FS, T), ’13, bay, by For Romance/Rubiloh

Herakles (FS,T), Old., ’12, bay, by Catoki/Landor S

Ogano (FS,T), BWP, ‘12, bay, by Ogano Sitte/Diarado A

Vagabond (FS,T), KWPN, ’15, brown,  
by Vagabond de la Pomme/C-Indoctro

Vivaldos (FS,T), ’16, chestnut, by Vivaldi/Desperados

49 Sprehe Hengste
Martin Sprehe, Zur Schemder Bergmark 21, 49439 
Steinfeld, ph. +5492-9606880, +170-5526500,  
Fax 9606885, info@sprehe-hengste.de 

Dressage Royal (FS, T), Old., ’98, black,  
by Donnerhall/Rubinstein

50 Tebbel, René

Prozessionsweg 2, 48488 Emsbüren, ph. +5903-
9359372 (fax 6947), info@rene-tebbel.de

Chacco‘s Son* (FS), Westf.,‘07, bay,  
by Chacco-Blue/Lancer III A

Chacco’s Son II* (FS), Westf., ‘11, bay,  
by Chacco-Blue/Lancer III A

Cornet’s Carpaccio RT (FS), Z.Rpf., ’17, dark bay,  
by Cornet Obolensky/Carpaccio

Dia Corrado (FS), OS, ’14, bay, by Don Diarado/Corrado II

Stallionx

Fürsten-Look* (FS,T), ‘11, black,  
by Fürstenball/Londonderry
Meganus PS (FS), OS,’16, bay, by Messenger/Carthago
San Amour I (FS, T), Old., ’04, brown,  
by Sandro Hit/Plaisir d’Amour
Sandro Hit (T), Old., ’93, brown, by Sandro Song/Ramino
Sezuan’s Donnerhall (FS, T), Old., ’15, liver chestnut,  
by Sezaun/Sir Donnerhall
Sir Donnerhall (FS, T), Old., ’01, dark bay,  
by Sandro Hit/Donnerhall
Total Diamond PS (FS, T), Old., brown,  
by Totilas/Sir Donnerhall
Total Hope (FS, T), Old., ’12, black, by Totilas/Don Schufro
Totilas (T), KWPN, ’00, black, by Gribaldi/Glendale
Vitalis (FS,T), KWPN, ‘07, liver chestnut, by Vivaldi/D.Day
Zauberlehrling PS (FS, T), Old., ’17, brown,  
by Zonik/Sir Donnerhall

46 Schridde, Claus
Hauptstr. 10-12, 38368 Querenhorst,  
ph. +5358-970813, claus.schridde@t-online.de

Acomet (N), Rhld., ’00, bay, by Arpeggio/Pilot A
Contendro II (N), Holst., ’01, bay,  
by Contender/Reichsgraf A

Floriscount 28
Follow Him‘s Schönweide 23
For Dance 48
For Planet 21
For Romance 12
For Royalty 53
For the Future 50
Forsyth A 5
Forte per me 12
Foundation 45
Franco Nero 1
Frankie Lee 57
Franz Joseph Junior 31
Franziskus 31
Freigeist 1
Friedrich der Große 1
Fürst Belissaro 1
Fürst Dior 56
Fürst fabrice 23
Fürst Jazz 56
Fürst Romancier 45
Fürst Samarant 26
Fürst Toto 45
Fürst Wilhelm 21
Fürst Zonik PS 45
Fürstbischof 1
Fürstenball 45
Fürsten-Look 45
Fusionist 40
Fynch Hatton 53
Gentleman 19
Glasgow  
van‘t Merelsnest A 35. 60
Global Player 53

Go for Gold 36
Goldberg 29
Goldfever II 7
Grey Top A 1
Grey Butt A 1
Halleluja  1
Herakles 48
Hickstead White 21
High Level 1
In Style 56
Incognito 56
Infantino 28
Innenminister xx 3
Isterberg V 18
Ivanhoe 41
Jameson RS2 56
Jasper A 35
Johnny Depp 56
Johnson 55
Just Wimphof 56
Juwel 12
Karajan A 51
Kataro 51
Khedira A 1
Kros 30
La Vie 12
Ladignac 56
Lamberk‘s Lord Landcrack 19
Las Vegas 56
Latinum 21
Lennox U.S. 56
Light On A 50
Light Star A 50
Livaldon 1

Livius 56
Lowlands 57
Macchiato 40
Madnes 25
Maracaná 15
Maxim 15
McLaren 57
Meganus PS 45
Millennium 21
Monte Bellini A 44
Morricone  15
Mumbai  
van de Moerhoeve A 44
My Blue Hors Santiano 56
Nairobi de Muze 1
Nashville Star 57
Nikan‘s Diamond 15
Nummero Uno A 58
Obano 1
Ogano A 48
Ogano Sitte A 9
Perfect One 36
Perigueux A 1
Propriano de L‘Ebat 2
Qualito II 1
Quantensprung 51
Quaterman II 19
Quintessential 51
Quiwi Capitol 11
Racoon 61
Rapture R 54
Raven 23
Robespierre 8
Rock of Romace xx 47

Rock Springs 1
Rockdale 1
Rockson 53
Romero Rubin 39
Royal Classic II 20
San Amour  45
San Remo 37
Sandro Hit 45
Schwarzgold 41
Scolari 40
Secret 22
Sezuan‘s Donnerhall 45
Shu Fu 1
Sir Donnerhall 45
Sir Gribaldi 21
Sixpack 15
Sky 23
Spökenkieker 18
St. Athletique 33
Stakkadetto 11
Stakkato Gold A 21
Stanley A 1
Stay Cool 53
Stolypso 5
Stolzenberg A 1
Take That 51
Taminiau 55
Taurus 26
Tomahawk 28
Total Diamond PS 45
Total Hope 45
Total McLaren 53
Totilas 45
Toto Jr. 55

Trussardi 1
United 56
Uno I A 2
Va Bene 52
Vaderland 57
Vagabond  48
Vainqueur 29
Valego 16
Valensky A 1
Van Gogh A 58
Vatson Sitte A 35
Venido 1
Vermeer 2
Vidar 1
Viscerado A 1
Viscount 1
Vision 26
Vitalis 45
Vitalos 53
Viva Vitalis 3
Vivaldi 56
Vivaldos 48
Von und Zu 1
V-Plus 40
Waugh xx 2
WM Devdas ox 2
Zakaria 1
Zauberlehrling PS 45
Zinedine A A 44
Zinedream 15
Zinelord VDL 35, 60
Zinero 38
Zirocco Blue A 35, 60
Zoom 4
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For the Future (FS), Westf., ’16, bay,  
by For Pleasure/Nabab de Reve
Light On* (FS), Old:, ’02, chestnut, by Lordanos/Landadel A
Light Star (FS),’09, bay, by Light On/Lafontaine A

51 Wahler, Christoph
EU-Besamungsstation, Klosterhof Medingen, 29549 
Bad Bevensen, ph. +5821-986819 (fax 986827), 
deckstation@klosterhof-medingen.de 

Borsalino (FS,T), Westf., ‘12, chestnut, by Boston/Fidermark
Damaschino (FS, T), ’16, liver chestnut, by Danone/Fidertanz
Danone (T), ’00, dark bay, by De Niro/Weltmeyer
De Niro (T), ’93, black, by Donnerhall/Akzent II
Emperor (FS,T), DSP, ’18, bay,  
by Eldorado v. d. Zeshoek/Diarado 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age
Escaneno (FS, T),’19, bay, by Escamillo/Veneno 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age
Karajan (FS, T), ’14, bay, by Kannan/Verdi A
Kataro (FS, T), ’18, bay, by Karajan/Perigueux 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age

Quantensprung* (FS, T), ’10, liver chestnut,  
by Quando-Quando/Donnerhall
Quintessential (FS), ’19, dark bay, by Q-Sieben/Fiorano 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age
Take That (FS,T), ’19, chestnut, by Totilas/Danciano 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age

 52 Zuchthof Wadenspanner
Bräuhofweg 1, 84056 Rottenburg, Tel.: 08781-2734

Feliciano (FS,T), DSP,’19, liver chestnut, by Floricello/Boston
Floricello (FS, T), Old, ’08, liver chestnut, by Florencio/Dormello
Va Bene (FS,T), DSP, ’16, chestnut, by Veneno/Belissimo M

International
Denmark
53 Helgstrand Dressage

Uggerhalnevej 80, 9310 Vodskov, ph. +540-58958800, 
stallion@helgstranddressage.dk

Escamour (FS),’20, chestnut, by Escamillo/Ampere 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age
Feinsten (FS), Westf.,’19, bay, by Franklin/Rock Forever
For Royalty (FS),’20, liver chestnut, by For Romance/Franziskus 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age

Fynch Hatton (FS), Old., ‘16, bay,  
by Formel Eins/Sir Donnerhall
Global Player (FS), Old., ’16, brown,  
by Grand Galaxy Win T/Don Schufro
Rockson (FS),’20, bay, by Rock Springs/San Remo 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age

Stay Cool (FS), ’20, black, by Secret/Don Darius 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age
Total McLaren (FS), Old., ’17, black, by Totilas/De Niro
Vitalos (FS), ’17, liver chestnut, by Vitalis/De Niro

Canada
54 Aileron Stables

Ruth A. Hanselpacker, blackblack# 3 2019 Selkirk Road, 
Belfast-Prince Edward Island, ph. +01-902-6592614, 
hanselpacker@hotmail.com

Dauphin (FS,T), ‘99, black, by Donnerhall/Feiner Stern
Rapture R (FS,T), USA, ’01, liver chestnut, by Rotspon/Donnerhall

The Netherlands
55 Hengststation Glock

Van Borsselenweg 39, 6862 Oosterbeek,  
Tel.: 0031-267200820, office@ghpc.nl

Dream Boy (FS, T), KWPN,’08, black, by Vivaldi/Ferro
Energy (FS,T),’19, black, by Escamillo/De Niro 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age
Johnson (FS, T), KWPN, ’02, bay, by Jazz/Flemmingh
Taminiau (FS, T), ’15,  black, by Toto Jr./Sandro Hit
Toto Jr. (FS, T),’11, black, by Totilas/Desperados

56 Hengststation van Uytert B.V.
Van Heemstraweg 6, 6624 KJ Heerewaarden,  
ph. +031-487573203, info@uytert.nl

Bordeaux (FS, T), KWPN, ’06, dark bay, by United/Gribaldi
Easy Game (FS, T), Trak., ’03, dark bay,  
by Gribaldi/Schwadroneur
Ferdeaux (FS, T), KWPN, ’10, dark bay, by Bordeaux/Ferro
Fürst Dior (FS, T), Old., ’16, brown,  
by Fürstenball/Sir Donnerhall
Fürst Jazz (T), KWPN, ’13, chestnut,  
by Fürst Romancier/Painted Black

In Style (FS, T), KWPN, ’13, dark bay,  
by Eye Catcher/Lorentin I
Incognito (T), KWPN, ’13, bay, by Davino/Vivaldi
Jameson RS2 (T), KWPN,’14, brown, by Zack/Negro
Johnny Depp (FS, T), KWPN, ’14, bay, by Bordeaux/Jazz
Just Wimphof (FS, T), KWPN, ’14, brown,  
by De Niro/Riccione
Ladignac (T), KWPN, ’16, brown, by Zonik/Apache
Las Vegas (FS, T), KWPN, ’16, bay, by Ferdeaux/Wynton
Lennox U.S. (T), KWPN, ’16, dark bay,  
by Grand Galaxy Win T/Rousseau
Livius (FS, T), KWPN, ’16, dark bay, by Bordeaux/Vivaldi
My Blue Hors Santiano (FS, T), ’17, bay,  
by Sezuan/Romanov Blue Hors
United (FS nur auf Station,T), KWPN, ’01,  
Hlb., by Krack C/Partout
Vivaldi (FS nur auf Station, T), KWPN, ’02, chestnut,  
by Krack C/Jazz

57 Reesink Horses
Molenweg 12, 7151 Eibergen, Tel.: 0031-682663638, 
stallions@reesinkhorses.nl

McLaren (FS), Old., ’17, bay, by Morricone/Sir Donnerhall

Filou (FS), Old., ’16, liver chestnut,  
by For Romance/ Sir Donnerhall
Frankie Lee (FS), ’17, dark bay, by Franziskus/Spörcken 
Lowlands (FS), Old., ’16, black,  
by Millennium/Donnerball 
Nashville Star (FS), KWPN, ’18, black,  
by Desperados/Westpoint

Vaderland (FS,T), Old., ’16, bay, by Vitalis/Krack C

58 Stal Horn B.V.
Hengstenhouderij, De Mors 69, 7637 Oud Ottmarsum, 
ph. +031-541221416

Donthargos (FS), OS, ’17, brown,  
by Don Diarado/Conthargos
Numero Uno (FS), KWPN, ’95,  
by Achill-Libero/Lord Calando A
Van Gogh (FS), KWPN, ’02, bay,  
by Numero Uno/Bernstein A

59 Stal Veeze
Ampsenseweg 22, 7241 NB Lochem,  
ph. +031-653-282825, info@adfi.eu

Denton RMD (FS),’16, bay, by Dream Boy/Don Schufro

60 VDL Stud
Bearsterdyk 14, 9025 BR Bears, ph. +031-582519473, 
info@vdlstud.com

Glasgow van’t Merelsnest (FS), BWP, ’06, bay,  
by Nabab de Reve/Darco A
Zinelord VDL (FS,T),‘ 18, bay, by Zinedream/Lordanos 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the performance test according to his age
Zirocco Blue (FS), SF, ’04, grey, by Mr. Blue/Voltaire A

Sweden
61 Lövsta Seminstation

Stjärnborgsvägen 1, 19491 Upplands Vaesby,  
ph. +046761738818, florian@lovstastuteri.com

Benetton Dream (T), ’04, dark bay,  
by Brentano ll/Rotspon
Bon Coeur (T), ‘12, black,  
by Benetton Dream/Sandro Hit
Racoon (T),BWP,’17, brown, by Hero/De Niro

South Africa
62 Cellehof Stud

Karen und Dominey Alexander, 111 Mimosa Rd, Blue 
Hills AH, 1684 Kyalamani, cellehof@mweb.co.za

Daddy Cool (FS), ’13, brown,  
by Don Index/Lauries Crusador xx

D) Stud book Rheinland 
The stallions listed below are registered in the stud 
book for the Rhenish Riding Horse.

1 Landgestüt Celle
EU-Besamungsstation Adelheidsdorf, An der HPA 1, 
29352 Adelheidsdorf, ph. +5141/8856184 

Halleluja (FS), Rhld., ’19, chestnut,  
by Henkie/Feuerspiel

18 Gestüt Lichtenmoor
Lichtenmoor 15, 31622 Heemsen, ph. +5024-971444 
(8875770), info@gestuet-lichtenmoor.de 

Quaterman II (FS, T), DSP, ’05, black,  
by Quando-Quando/Roccodero B

63 Gestüt Rickhof
Iris Jansen-Jentgens, Bistard 47, 41751 Viersen,  
jansen@rickhof.de

Erbe (FS),‘ 17, bay, by Escolar/Lissabon


